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INTRODUCTION 
Contour is defined as the border separating non-homo-
genous regions in the visual field. The stimulus conditions 
giving rise to such contours are usually abrupt differences 
in luminanceJ hue, or saturation between adjacent regions in 
the stimulus display. However, as early as 1904, Schumann 
{1904) reported observations of what he termed "subjective 
contours" where contour was perceived in the absence of an 
abrupt change in the gradient of illumination~ He presented 
illusory contours, such as those in Figure la, which extend 
over objectively homogenous regions of the visual display. 
In the central region of Figure la, observers report seeing 
a lighter square bounded on the left and right sides by 
faint contours extending between the top and bottom segments 
of the balck bordering region. These illusory contours are 
sometimes rather weak and unstable 1 especially when the fig-
ure subtends a large visual angle or when the point of fixa-
tion lies along the contour~ They are also influenced by 
the organization of the figure and by contrast. 
Kanizsa {1955, 1974) has presented a number of con-
figurations in which stable and salient subjective contours 
are seen by most observers {see Figures lb-ld).. For ex-
ample, in Figure lb, contours corresponding to the "sides" 
of a triangle can be seen extending between the black induc-
1 
a. 
I 
•• 
• 
' 
C. 
" \7 
6v 
b. 
., • 
d. 
Figure 1. Examples of Subjective Contours 
2 
3 
ing elements. The subjective figure appears phenomenally 
complete, brighter or more intense than its background, dis-
placed into the foreground, and delineated by subjective 
edges. 
Since these original presentations, there have been 
a number of qualitative and quantitative descriptions of 
subjective contours. These reports have focused on two is-
sues: (1) establishing the reality of subjective contours by 
comparing their effects to those of real contours under var-
ious psychophysical tests; and, (2) finding explanations for 
the phenomena b~sed on various hypothetical physiological 
and cognitive mechanisms. The research exploring these two 
areas is summarized below. 
REVIEW OF SUBJECTIVE CONTOUR LITERA1~RE 
Subjective Contour vs. Real Contour 
Smith & Over (1977) have shown that orientation-se-
lective masking occurs between subjective contours as well 
as between real contours. Real contours can be masked by 
subjective contours 1 and vice versa, and the tilt illusion 
{apparent expansion of the angle formed by intersecting 
lines) can be induced with subjective as well as with real 
contours. They attribute the perception of real and subjec-
tive contour to fundamentally similar processes. 
In another comparison of real vs. subjective contour, 
Weisstein, Maguire, & Berbaum (1977) report motion after-
effects" obtained within regions of the visual field that 
had not been stimulated by moving contours"~ "Phantom 
stripes" are seen moving through this region. They were 
induced by real vertical stripes moving above and below 
that region. These "phantom stripes" produced motion after-
effects equivalent to real stripes~ 
As noted earlier, most subjective contours are accom-
panied by an apparent brightness difference within the area 
bounded by the contour. Coren & Theodor (1977) attempted to 
measure this apparent brightness effect by measuring the 
increment threshold on either side of the contour. 1'heir 
data indicate a small change in increment threshold in the 
4 
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direction expected from the apparent brightness of the fig-
ure. Thus, all the evidence thus far indicates that sub-
jective contours behave like their real counterparts. These 
findings form the basis for the experiments reported here. 
If subjective contours are producing measurable effects 
these effects should vary with the strength of the contour. 
This was one of the hypotheses tested here .. 
Hypotheses Proposed to Explain Subjective Contour 
Brigner & Gallagher (1974) have suggested that the 
perceptibility of subjective contours varies systematically 
with the magnitude of simultaneous brightness contrast. The 
black inducing elements in Figure 1 produce brightness in-
duction in the central white regions of the displays. They 
suggest that in producing subjective contours two properties 
of simultaneous brightness contrast are involved: (l) the 
converging edges forming a corner increase the magnitude of 
simultaneous contrast and therefore, the magnitude of the 
contrast varies inversely with the angle size; (2) the mag-
nitude of simultaneous brightness contrast increases as the 
area of an inducing field increases. Viewed in this context, 
Figure lc elicits subjective contours because (a) the corner 
elements have inducing fields (black circular areas) which 
increase the magnitude of brightness contrast; (b) the mag-
nitude of brightness contrast will be greatest within the 
corner elements, i.e., within the relatively small angle 
formed by the converging edges 'iliere a sector of the circle 
6 
has been removed. Those differences in brightness contrast 
produce the apparent brightness differences. By juxtaposing 
the area.s of comparable apparent brightness, the perception 
of a subjective contour is evoked. Figure 2 does not pro-
duce subjective contours because of the relatively small 
inducing area, even though Figure 2 produces the figure of 
a triangle by closure. They had subjects rank displays 
which varied in the size of the inducing area and others 
where the angle between the edges in the inducing circle 
was varied and found support for a simultaneous brightness 
contrast model for subjective contours. 
Frisby & Clatworthy (1975) extended the brightness 
contrast explanation to some ne\v figures •. They pointed out 
the similarities between classical brightness contrast dis-
plays and the Kanizsa-type figures (see Figure 3). They 
suggest that a neural unit described by Rodieck & Stone 
( 1965), \vi th a receptive field whose "on area was flanked 
on just one side by an elongated off zone" (see Figure 4e), 
mediates via lateral inhibition, the effects shmm. It is 
their view that through lateral inhibition brightness con-
trast operates to produce illusory brightness gradients 
which are used together with physically present brightness 
gradients to generate perceptions. Thus, if we look at the 
patterns in Figure 4a and Figure 4c we see subjective con-
tours which are due to the interaction of line endings with 
neural units of the type in Figure 4e. Figures 4b and 4d 
Figure 2. 
Contours 
1\ 
L 
Simultaneous Brightness Contrast in Subjective 
7 
8 
Figure 3. Comparison of Classical Brightness Contrast Dis-
plays and Subjective Contours. 
A 
L~ 
• 
a. 
c. 
e. 
A 
L~ 
b. 
d. 
Figure 4. Neural Units and Lateral Inhibition in Subjec-
tive Contour Effects 
9 
10 
do not produce brightness differences; in Figure 4b because 
there is brightness induction only at the ends of the lines; 
in Figure 4d because the brightness induction is distributed 
to the entire surface, background as well as area within the 
triangle. 
~fuile the fact that the subjective contours differ in 
brightness from the background in the direction which might 
be predicted by a peripheral inhibitory interaction, there 
are a number of counterexamples which are not accommodated 
by a simple brightness contrast explanation. Bradley & 
Dumais (1975) point out that a brightness contrast explana-
tion cannot account for the homogenous appearance of the 
subjective boundaries. Coren & Theodor (1975) present a 
set of figures which seem to rule out the likelihood that 
subjective contours are caused by simple action of simul-
taneous brightness contrast. Figure 5 is redrawn from Coren 
& Theodor (1975). Notice that a white rectangular bar is 
seen interposed in front of the word STOP. The white of 
the bar is considerably brighter than the white of the back-
ground, and it is bounded by apparent contours which extend 
over the intermediate areas. It is interesting to compare 
the white of the bar in this array with the white in the 
upper portion of the letter P. In the letter, the white 
area is completely surrounded by black, which should pro-
vide the optimal configuration for brightness contrast. 
However, the apparent brightness of the subjectively bounded 
....,._ 
~~ 
Figure 5. Figures ~fuich Do Not Support Simultaneous 
Brightness Contrast as an Explanation for Subjective 
Contours. 
ll 
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overlaying bar is considerably greater than that of this en-
closed region, despite the fact that it is only bounded in 
an interrupted fashion by black inducing fields_ When we 
look at the negative of this configuration (see Figure Sb), 
we again find that the actual percept is at variance with 
the prediction based on simultaneous brightness contrast. 
Here, the inner region of the letter P is completely sur-
rounded by the white inducing field and should be seen as 
darker than the subjectively interposed rectangle. 
These inadequacies have led Coren & Theodor to as-
cribe the perception of subjective contours to organization-
al factors which utilize implicit depth cues in the config-
uration. This explanation can be considered as belonging to 
a more cognitive interpretation first put forth by Gregory 
(1972) .. He suggests that an illusory object is "postulated" 
as a perceptual hypothesis by the visual system to account 
for the black sectors and the breaks in figures that pro-
duce subjective contours. This position is supported by 
configurations like those in Figure 6. In Figure 6a either 
a six-pointed star or two superimposed triangles (with one 
inverted) may be seen. The perceived location of the illu-
sory contours depends on the prevailing perceptual organi-
zation .. 
Coren (1972) and Gregory & Harris (1974) have elabo-
rated the cognitive explanation. They have shown that per-
ception of subjective contours is related to apparent depth 
a . 
• 
' 
b. 
Figure 6. Examples of the Perceptual Organization Hypo-
thesis. 
l3 
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cues in the figure. Coren (1972) states that the presence 
of forms or planes at various depths produces the perception 
of subjective contours. The only prerequisite is that the 
cues be strong enough so that the configuration is seen as 
tridimensional rather than bidimensional. 
Harris & Gregory (1973) and Gregory & Harris (1974), 
in two different experiments, find support for the interpo-
sition hypothesis. They presented subjects with a binocular 
display which when fused formed a standard subjective con-
tour (see Figure lb). They then varied the disparity of the 
left and right images such that it would be consistent with 
an interposed object or opposite to it. They found that both 
the subject's phenomenal reports of the strength of the sub-
jective contour and judgments of its depth were consistent 
with an interposed foreground object when the disparity cues 
were consistent. But, there was rivalry and reversal of the 
contour \vhen the cues were not consistent with a foreground 
object. 
The cognitive explanation, however, cannot predict 
which object hypothesis, of the many possible, will be se-
lected in a given instance, nor has the theory attempted to 
explain the brightness differences that are so frequently 
found. In addition, the creation of three-dimensional planes 
out of a two-dimensional array of elements is not a new phe-
nomenon. !-Iochberg & Brooks ( 1960) have shown that when a 
complex two-dimensional figure is presented to observers, 
15 
they very frequently "simplify it" by interpreting it as a 
three-dimensional figure. Tne main difference with subjec-
tive contours seen in depth is that in these figures the sub-
ject not only renders the percept into three-dimensionality, 
but also supplies the missing edges to make the stimulus 
apparently complete. :Host recently Marr (1976) and Ware & 
Kennedy (1977) have reported illusory lines (see Figure 7). 
These configurations present an additional difficulty for the 
cognitive-depth explanation since it is not as clear how one 
can account for these types of subjective contours with an 
interposed object or implicit depth cues. 
It is perhaps surprising that with the numerous the-
ories attempting to explain subjective contours that there 
is only one quantitative or parametric study by Dumais & 
Bradley (1976) investigating the type of subjective contour 
shown in Figure 1 and none investigating the subjective 
line. Dumais & Bradley, using configurations like Figure ldJ 
had subjects give magnitude estimates of the strength of sub-
jective contours as compared to real contours varying the 
retinal size and illumination of the display. Retinal size 
was found to be a powerful determinant of apparent contour 
strength, regardless of whether changes in this variable are 
achieve4 by varying figure size 1 viewing distance, or both. 
Since an infinite number of figure size/viewing dis-
tance combinations can generate the same visual angle, Brad-
ley & Dumais varied physical size and distance independently. 
16 
Figure 7~ A Subjective Line~ 
17 
They presented subjective triangles of three different sizes 
(10.16, 20.32, and 40.64 em) at viewing distances of (121.92, 
243.84, and 48 7. 68 em ) • These combinations resulted in 
visual angles shown in Table 1. 
In order to maintain proportion b~tween the iriducing 
elements and the subjective contourl they also varied the 
radii of the inducing circles from 1.9 em. to 7.62 em. to 
correspond to the length of the sides of the subjective con-
tour. Each size and distance combination was viewed at five 
illu~inance levels (.10 1 1.49. 2.21. 2.65, and 2.89 log lx). 
These conditions were presented in a 3 x 3 x 5 mixed factor-
ial design with viewing distance as the only between-groups 
factor. Subjects gave magnitude estimates of the contours 
produced by the various combinations of conditions by com-
paring the displays to real contours with an angular size 
of 18.43° and illuminated at .62 log lx. 
They found that the magnitude of the subjective con-
tours varied inversely with. the log of the illumination and 
inversely with the log of the retinal size of the disp~ays. 
The finding that apparent contour strength varied with the 
inverse log of the incident illumination is of considerabl~ 
theoretical import since it is opposite to the prediction 
made by the simultaneous brightness model4 
Given the sparse quantitative data on subjective con-
tours and subjective lines several experiments weie conducted 
to further explore these phenomena. The first experiment 
Figure 
4" 
8" 
16" 
Table l 
Visual Angle for Displays 
Used by Dumais and Bradley 
Viewing Distance 
Size 4' 8' 
4. 77° 2.39° 
9.53° 4. 77° 
18.92° 9.53° 
18 
16' 
1.19° 
2.39° 
4. 77° 
19 
was designed to replicate Dumais & Bradley (1976) using 
stimulus conditions which produce subjective lines to de-
termine: (1) if these stimuli followed the same psychophys-
ical functions as the contours they studied, (2) to deter-
mine if the strength of the contours varied systematically 
as a function of size and l~~inance. 
A second experiment used the same stimuli as experi~ 
ment 1 but at different orientations. A number of research-
ers have reported different response sensitivities as a func-
tion of the orientation of the stimuli (Blakemore & Nach-
mias1 1971; Campbell & Kulikowski, 1966; Blakemore & Camp-
bell, 1969). In addition, Weisstein et al. {1977) report 
differences in the strength of the "phantom motion" after-
effect as a function of the orientation of the display. 
They found that horizontal occlusion without interruption 
of moving grating patterns gives rise to moving phantoms 
while vertical interruption or horizontal occlusion without 
interruption (having the grating move only above or only 
below an ampty region) does not. Kitterle (1973) has shown 
that brightness contrast is stronger for vertical and hori-
zontal than for oblique stimuli.. 'l'hese findings suggest 
that there may be orientational asymmetries in the subjec-
tive contour phenomenon. The second experiment extended the 
investigation of subjective lines to horizontal and oblique 
lines, as well as vertical lines to determine if subjective 
lines show similar sensitivities. 
20 
The third experiment used the results of the first 
two experiments to construct stimuli that varied in the 
strength of subjective contour they produced. These stimuli 
were presented in a masking paradigm. Some masking effects 
have been reported with subjective contours. Smith & Over 
(1977) have shown that orientation-selective masking occurs 
between phenomenal edges (subjective contours) as well as 
between real edges. In addition,. they reported that re~l 
contours can be masked by subjective contours and vice versa. 
Weisstein et al. (1974) using a masking paradigm report _that 
when subjects view stationary illusory gratings for a pro-
longed time, the apparent contrast of subsequently presented 
gratings decrease. Experiment 3 extended these findings 
by systematically varying parameters of the mask and target 
to determine: (l) if the detectability of a target varied 
as a function of the strength of the subjective contour in 
the display, (2) one of several masks (luminance, pattern 1 
and spatial frequency) would interfere with the contour ef-
fects. Quantitative measures of the perceived strength of 
the subjective contours as a function of differences in the 
inducing patterns and the masking stimuli were reported. 
EXPERIMENT 1 
Introduction 
In experiment 1 subjects rated the strength of hori-
zonta1 subjective lines formed by vertical inducing lines of 
various sizes and intensities. The size of the disp+ay was 
varied by varying the length and spacing of the inducing 
lines. The luminance of the displays was varied by having 
subjects view the displays through one of four neutral den-
sity filters. 
Method 
Subjects. Six students acted as observers. It was 
required that the observers have 20/20 vision, or visio~ cor-
rected to 20/20 as tested with a Snellen eye chart. They 
received course credit for their participation. 
Design. A 4 x 4 repeated measures design with repli-
cations was used with four figure sizes (2.39°, 4.76°, 9.53°, 
and 13.99°) and four filter values (0.0, 0.3, 0.8, and 1.1 
N.D.). Since retinal size, rather than physical size or 
viewing distance, has been shmvn to effect the strength of 
subjective contours, viewing distance and size were not var-
ied independently. The ratio of figure size to viewing dis-
tance was kept close to values used by Dumais & Bradley, so 
that the visual angle subtended by the figures overlapped 
the values used in their experiment. The viewing distance 
was 2 6 • 5 in . ( 6 7 • 3 1 em ) . 
21 
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Tne dependent measure was the subject's magnitude es-
timate of the "strength or saliance" of the subjective con-
tour. 
In the Dumais & Bradley experiment viewing distance 
was a between-subjects factor. Here there were no between-
subjects variables,. There were 16 stimulus combinations .. 
Each subject gave 10 responses per condition for a total of 
160 responses. In addition, each subject received one prac-
tice trial at each combination of luminance and size to pro-
vide the subject with some experience at using magnitude 
estimation as a means of assessing the perceived strength 
of subjectiVe contours. The order of presentation was com-
pletely randomized. 
Apparatus and Stimuli~ The stimuli were presented 
on the face of a display CRT driven by a PDP 8/E computer. 
Figure size was varied by changing the spacing of the 
lines that produce the subjective contour. The number of in-
ducing lines was held constant at sixteen for all displays. 
This was analogous to Dumais & Bradley varying the radius 
and separation of the inducing elements to produce different 
size figures. For each of the size conditions the separa-
tion between the lines was varied so that the length of the 
contour would be either 2.49~ 4.76°, 0 0 9.53 , or 13.99 • The 
0 length of the inducing lines •.vas approximately • 56 for the 
smallest figure, and was increased proportionately with the 
figure size giving lengths of .56°, 0 0 0 1.12 J 2.28 1 and 3.27. 
23 
The inducing lines \vere vertical, thus producing horizontal 
subjective contours. Figure 8 shows the four figure sizes 
drawn to scale. 
The displays used were opposite in contrast from those 
used by Dumais & Bradley; that is, the figures were bright 
lines on a black background. The intensity of the display 
dots was set as high as good image quality would allow, 
about .1 ft. lam. as measured by an SEI Ilford model photo-
meter. The luminance of the stimuli was varied by inserting 
neutral density filters in the subject's line of sight .. This 
was accomplished with a specially constructed apparatus which 
rotated one of the four filters into the subject's line of 
sight.. The apparatus \vas remotely operated so that the ex-
perimenter was able to change filters from the control room. 
A photograph of the apparatus is included in Appendix A. 
Since the luminance of each display varies as a func-
tion of the number of points displayed, and the larger fig-
ures had more points, the intensity of the display dots was 
equated by displaying null points for the smaller figures. 
The standard \vas a real edge formed by two adjacent 
rectangles 1 one darker than the other~ It was at a constant 
angular size of 
tude. 
Procedure. 
5° and assigned a modulus of 10 in magni-
The experimenter briefly explained the 
subjective contour phenomenon and the magnitude estimation 
technique emphasizing the need to preserve a ratio scale in 
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the judgments. The observer was told that his/her task was 
to compare the apparent strength of the clearly perceptible 
real contour, of modulus 10, as standard, to the "strength 
or salience" of the subjective contours. A practice trial 
was given at each of the treatment combinations. A trial 
consisted of the following sequence: a ~-second presentation 
of a fixation point, followed immediately by a ~-second pre-
sentation of the subjective contour, followed by a pause. 
At this time the magnitude estimate was verbally reported. 
EXPE~PI\ENT 2 
Introduction 
Tne second experiment extended the investigation of 
subjective lines to vertical and oblique, as well as hori-
zontal lines. The same size and luminance conditions as 
experiment 1 were used and subjects rated the strength of 
·the contours formed at different orientations. 
Method 
The methodology and procedure were the same as in 
experiment 1, except that there were two sets of stimuli, 
one with horizontal inducing stimuli and vertical subjec-
tive lines, and another with inducing stimuli oriented at 
135° and subjective lines at 45°. In all other respects the 
experiments were identical. 
Subjects.. The subjects were the same six students 
who participated in the first experiment. They participated 
in the second experiment after they had completed the first 
one. 
Results of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 
F'igure 9 shows the mean of tb.e log of the magnitude 
estimates as a function of the size of the display on a lin-
ear scale. There are four lines plotted on the graph: three 
dashed lines, one for each orientation, and a solid line 
which is the mean of the three orientations. The graph sug-
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Figure 9. Mean Magnitude of Subjective Lines as a Function of Size. 
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gests that the magnitude of the subjective lines was least 
for the smallest figures and increased as the figure size 
increased. This effect was statistically significant, 
F (9, 45) = 22.0491, p < • 0000 l. The graph also shows that 
the magnitude estimates asymptoted at 9.53°. Duncan's Range 
tests among the means bear out this impression, indicating 
0 0 0 that the means for 2.39, 4.76, and 9.53 differ from each 
other at the p < .05 level but 9.53° does not differ from 
13.99° at the p < • 05 level for all orientations. 
Figure 10 shows the mean perceived magnitude of the 
subjective lines plotted this time as a function of the fil-
ter density. The scale on the vertical axis is log magni-
tude and the scale on the horizontal axis is filter density. 
Again, there are four lines plotted on the graph: three 
dashed lines, one for each orientation, and a solid line for 
the mean of the orientations. The graph shows that magni-
tude estimates vvere greatest for the lower density filters 
and decreased as the density became greater. This effect 
was statistically significant, F (3, 15) = 4.3885, P< .02. 
Looking at both Figure 9 and Figure 10 we see that 
for all densities and all sizes the vertical and horizontal 
orientations seem to cluster while the diagonal condition is 
always greater. This difference resulted in a significant 
main effect for orientation, F (2, 10) = 5.1388, p< .02. 
Further tests on the means of the horizontal, vertical, and 
diagonal conditions for each density and size show that in 
Figure 10. Me~n Magnitude of Subjective Lines as a Function of Filter Density. 
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all cases the horizontal and vertical means are not signi-
ficantly different at the p < .05 level while the diagonal 
mean is significantly different from both the horizontal 
and vertical means at p < • 05. 
To summarize the results thus far, the main effects 
for orientation, size, and filter density were significant. 
The data have indicated, then, that the perceived magnitude 
of subjective lines increases with increases in both the 
size and luminance of the contour inducing display. Increas-
ing the size of the display beyond approximately 9° visual 
angle does not increase the strength of the subjective line. 
In addition, there wasnosignificant difference between the 
per6eived strength of horizontal and vertical contours, but 
the diagonal contours were consistently more salient~ 
The analysis of variance indicated a significant in-
teraction between size and filter density. Figure 11 shows 
the interaction from one perspective by plotting each size 
separately. There are four lines plotted on the graph, one 
for each size display. The vertical axis is log magnitude 
estimate and the horizontal axis is filter density. The 
larger displays (9.53° and 13.99°) were not greatly influ-
enced by changes in filter density. However, as the dis-
plays got smaller.the effect of filter density increased. 
Discussion of Experim~nt 1 and Experiment 2 
There were a number of differences between these data 
and the data reported by Dumais & Bradley ( 1976). They 
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reported that the perceived strength of subjective figures 
varied inversely with changes in the luminance and retinal 
size of the contour inducing displaysJ that is the contours 
became more salient as the luminance or size of the display 
was reduced. These experiments showed the opposite effect. 
The perceived strength of the contours increased 1vi th in-
creased luminance and it also increased as the size of the 
display increased. 
Perceived magnitude was a monotonically increasing 
function of luminance (see Figure 10). The reverse effect 
of display luminance may be due to the reversal in contrast 
between these displays and those used by Dumais & Bradley. 
They presented black inducing elements on a bright back-
ground, while the displays in these experiments were com-
posed of white inducing elements on a black background. 
Thus, changes in luminance in the Dumais & Bradley experi-
ment meant changes in the background luminance, while in 
these experiments the background remained constant (black) 
and the luminance of the inducing elements changed. This 
meant that the adaptation level differed also. 
The Dumais & Bradley displays were front-lighted pat-
terns drawn on paper. It is possible that as the illumi-
nance was increased, more detail in the texture of the homo-
genous area became visible., This may have reduced the 
strength of the effect by reducing the homogeneity of the 
background by addi~g real texture to the region in which the 
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the contour would be formed. It is not known what effects 
non-homogeneities in the background have on the strength of 
contours. 
To test these hypotheses as well as the alternative 
hypothesis that there are different functions for different 
types of subjective contours additional data is needed~ 
Magnitude estimates were also a monotonically increas-
ing function of size. The data are plotted on log-log co-
ordinates in Figure 12. Except for the last point, 13.99°, 
the ratings vary approximately linearly with the logarithm 
of size, especially the horizontal and vertical data. Ra-·. 
tings at 13.99° are not significantly different from ratings 
0 
and this probably reflects for at 9. 76 . an asymptote the 
stimulus configuration used here. 'I'he different direction 
of the size effects may be due to the fact that subjective 
lines are shortened in the smaller displays. The illusion. 
created by the subjective lines is that there is a crack or 
overlap in the display. The shorter displays did not fill 
the entire screen and as a result the large homogenous re-
gion beyond each end of the subjective contour might reduce 
the illusion of a crack or overlap. As the displays get 
larger this area was reduced and the contour became more 
salient. The size effect may be consistent with other hy-
potheses about subjective contours (see Discussion follow·-
ing experiment 3). 
Finally, the diagonal contours were more salient than 
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either vertical or horizontal contours. This finding was 
interesting since the literature generally reports a reduc-
tion in sensitivity to oblique stimuli. It is not clear 
why the diagonal stimuli produced stronger contours. The 
orienta~ion effect does suggest that the effects are not 
due to peripheral mechanisrns 1 since receptive fields in the 
periphery are usually circular. 
EXPER H1E~\T 3 
Introduction 
The third experiment used the findings of the earlier 
experiments about the strength of subjective lines to test 
whether or not subjective contours would pro~uce other mea-
surable effests. It is clear that the characteristics of 
the inducing stimuli strongly influence the formation of sub-
jective contours. Thus, several features of the inducing 
stimuli were varied to explore in more detail the relation-
ship between the strength of the subjective contour and the 
detection of the target. If subjective contour does have 
"real" effects as some research has indicated, then these 
effects should co-vary with the strength of the contour. Ex-
periments 1 and 2 showed that the strength of the contours did 
vary with the size of the display. To test whether or not the 
detectability of a target would vary with changes in the 
strength of contours 1 a set of displays was constructed in which 
a target was an integral part of a subjective figure. The 
strength of the subjective contours was varied by changing 
the lengths and separations of the inducing lines. A target 
formed a subjective line with the inducing lines and the area 
in which the target appeared was in a subjectively darker area 
due to the effects of the inducing lines. An example of the 
display is shown in Figure 13. 
36 
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b. 
Figure 13. Display Type Used in Experiment 3. 
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If we look at the inducing lines alone, (see Fiqure 
13) they produce a subjectively brighter inner bar. The 
target was presented in this area. If we look at the target 
plus context we see that the target produced a subjective 
line with the inducing lines. This was true for all the 
context/target combinations. The displays used in the ex-
periment had opposite contrast to those shown in Figure 13. 
This did not effect the subjective line but did result in 
a subjectively darker inner bar rather than a brighter bar. 
1be subjective effects were judged by the experimenter. 
In addition these displays were presented in a for-
ward masking paradigm. Four masks (a blank, a luminance 
mask, a pattern mask, and a frequency mask) tested the ef--
fects of luminance r feature detectors, _and spatial frequency 
analyzers on the formation of subjective contours. The time 
course of the formation of these effects was also investi-
gated by varying the ISI between the mask and the test con-
tour. 
Rationale for Choosing the Masks 
The term visual masking refers to events which occur 
when two or more stimuli are presented close to each other 
in time and space and for relatively short durations. The 
threshold of one of the stimuli (the target) is raised, or, 
if the target presentation is suprathreshold, its appear-
ance is changed by the presence of another stimulus (the 
mask). We make the hypothesis that these perceptual effects 
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are correlated with changes in neural activity within the 
visual pathway. Populations of single units vary in their 
spatial and temporal properties (Barlow, 1953; Rodieck & 
Stone, 1965; Bishop, 1971). Once a neuron begins to fire, 
it fires in a characteristic way. Given a certain stimulus 
pattern presented for a certain duration 1 some number of 
neurons sensitive to that type of pattern will go through 
characteristic changes 
their ability to fire. 
in their frequency of firing, or in 
We hypothesize that these changes 
have perceptual effects. Threshold or, if the stimulus 
presentation is above threshold 1 a:ppar-en.t clarity 1 contrast, 
or brightness, depending on the nature of the stimulus, is 
assumed to be proportional in some manner, to this neural 
activityp Presentation of a target in visual masking al-
lows a measure of these variations in neural activity. 
T.~ere is a large amount of psychophysical evidence 
supporting the feature detection model of pattern recogni-
tion. The visual system has been shovm to respond indepen-
dently to different orientations (Blakemore & Nachmias, 1971}, 
widths (Pantle & Sekuler, 1968), lengths (Nakayama & Roberts 1 
1972}, directions of motion (Pantle & Sekuler, 1969), and 
non-local features based on a decomposition of the pattern 
into its spatial frequency components. For example, thres-
hold for a subsequent grating is raised after viewing an 
adaptation grating of similar width and orientation (Pantle 
& Sekuler, 1968; Weisstein & ~isaha, 1972). On the other 
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hand, the perception of gratings whose stripes are much wi-
der or narrower than the adaptation grating generally re-
mains unaffected 7 as does the perception of gratings of suf-
ficiently different orientation. 
Some of these findings are supported by physiological 
data. Hubel & Weisel (1968) have discovered cortical cells 
that are selectively sensitive to a number of features in-
cluding orientation, length, and width. The frequencY of 
firing of single units, therefore, might serve to signal 
the presence of various properties. While there is no clear 
evidence for spatial frequency units in the visual system, 
there are some indications from the data of Bishop (1971) 
and Glezer, Ivanoff, & Tscherbach (1973) that the receptive 
fields of certain units in the visual system of cats and 
monkeys may consist of as many as five, seven or even thir-
teen alternating excitatory and inhibitory areas. such 
units miqht form the basis for a reasonably precise pourier 
analysis. 
Based on these findings two masks were constructed, 
a pattern mask which shared local features such as line 
length, orientation, and width with the test contour, and 
a spatial frequency mask which shared spatial frequenCY 
components with the test contour. These masks were con-
structed so that as much as possible the spatial frequency 
mask did not share local features with the test contour and 
the pattern mask mask did not share spatial frequency compo-
41 
nents. Two additionalmasks were used to control for lumi-
nance effects, a blank field and a luminance patch. 
Selecting a Frequency Mask 
A number of researchers (Pantle & Sekuler, 1968; 
Weisstein & Bisaha, 1972; Blakemore & Campbell, 1968) have 
suggested that the visual system analyzes patterns by de-
composing the image into its spatial frequency components. 
The set of these frequency components, which is unique for 
each image, is the frequency spectrum of that image. The 
function which describes these frequency components is called 
the spectral densi·ty function. The purpose of the frequency 
mask was to test for interactions between the spatial fre-
quency components of the mask and the test contour and there-
by to quantify the amount of involvement, if any, of spatial 
frequency analyzers in the formation of subjective lines. 
In order to maximize the potential interaction, the mask 
should have a frequency spectrum similar to that of the 
test contour. This similarity must be in the frequency 
domain only since similarity in the image domain would 
confound the results. 'I'he first step, then, in selecting 
a frequency mask was to find the spectral density function 
of the test contour. Then, find the spectra of a number of 
possible masks and, finally, compare these spectra, select-
ing the mask with the greatest overlap in the frequecy domain 
yet having little overlap in the image domain as the best 
candidate. 
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Finding the Frequency Spectra of 1-'lasks and 'J'est Contours 
The spectral density function, F ( w), can be gotten 
by taking the Fourier transform of the image function f(t). 
The relationship between f ( t) and F ( w ) is given by 
F( w) == f(t) e-.J f ..;wt dt. (1) 
This equation is known as the continuous direct Fourier 
transform of f(t). 
In order to use the-computational algorithms avail-
able to.compute a discrete approximation to the spectral 
density function we must specify the image function., f(t). 
What we have are drawings of the images to be used in the 
experiment. What is needed is a function describing those 
drawings to which the transform can be applied, that is, 
we must find an f(t) for each image. 
The method of obtaining this function is best illus-
trated in an example. Consider the following image, a 
bright bar on a dark background as shown in Figure 14.· 
Alongside the image in Figure 14 is a profile of the inten-
sity distribution in the image. This profile is gotten by 
moving from left to right across the image and at each point 
recording the intensity at that point. In this image, all 
the left to right slices would yield the same profile, as 
will be shown later this will not always be true. The pro-
file we have generated in this manner represents the inten-
sity distribution in the image. This profile can be rewrit-
0 24 36 
Image 
60 
f(t) 
. I t 
I 24 36 60 0 
Profile 
Figure 14. Obtaining One-dimensional Ima:Je Profiles. 
*"' w 
ten as follows 
f (t} = 0 for t < 24 
= 1 
= 0 
24~ t ~ 36 
t > 36 
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(2} 
That is, the intensity is zero for all points to the left 
of 24 and to right of 36 in the image. Between these points 
the intensity is 1. In general, this function can be writ-
ten 
0 (t) ( 3) 
where fD(t) is the discrete image function, fi(t) is the 
continuous image function, and o(t) is the sampling func-
tion. The sampling function is a series of unit impluses. 
The separation between impulses determines the sampling rate. 
The function fD(t) obtained in this way can be used to ob-
tain the Fourier transform. 
As noted above the profile for most images is not the 
same for each left to right slice that can be made. Consid-
er the image profile {see Figure 16) of a solid square (see 
Figure 15). We notice that all the slices from left to 
right that pass through the square have the same pr.ofile. 
However, those that pass either above or below are different. 
~ve, therefore, cannot represent the image with a single pro-
file but must use a number of them. In Figure 16 there are 
16 slices taken in equal increments moving up the image. 
These profiles are plotted together in 3-d,to give a compo-
45 
Image 
Figure 15. A White Square. 
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site for the image. Ea~h mask and test contour analyzed was 
quantized in this way. The number of slices, in the example 
16, was chosen arbitrarily, as was the number of points sam-
pled in each slice. The greater the number of samples the 
finer the resolution and the greater the information pre-
served from the image function. For all the later analyses 
64 profiles \vere taken and each profile was sampled at 64 
points. By the uniform sampling theorem, a bandlimited sig-
nal is uniquely determined if it is sampled at regular in-
tervals less than ~f apart. The sampling rate used re-
m 
solved frequencies as high as 32 cycles/degree. 
The fact that all the slices are not the same in a 
given image added an extra dimension of complexity. Where 
in the first case we could compute a 1-dimensional transform, 
we now must compute a 2-dimensional transform., Equation 1 
can be rewritten 
F(u,v) == f f fD(x,y) e-j2 7r (ux+vy) dx dy. (4) 
and equation 3 as 
o (x,y). 
x,y ( 5) 
Here the x•s and y•s replace the single variable t in the 
image functions and u and v replace w in the tranform. 
We can now compute an approximation to the spectral 
density function, equation 4, by sampling the image func~ 
tion f 1 (x,y) to produce a discrete image function fD(x,y) and 
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then applying a 2-dimensional discrete Fourier transform to 
fD(x 1 y). The discrete transform is given by 
N-1 
F(u,v) 1 =-N I: X=O f D(x,y) e 
for u,v = ·o, 1, 2, 3, ••• N-1. 
Computing the Discrete Fourier Transform 
-j27r(ux+vy) 
N 
Computing the transforms involved several steps. 
( 6) 
Since the computations are tedious and for the resolution 
desired very numerous, special compu·ter programs were writ-
ten to compute the discrete image functions and the trans-
forms. These programs are listed in Appendix B. A program 
product available from IBM called FFT.tv1 was used to compute 
the transforms. FFTM performs finite multidimensional di-
rect and inverse transformations for complex arrays whose 
dimensions are powers of two using an algorithm developed 
by Cooley & Tukey (1965). The test contours and potential 
masks were run through these programs and the spectral den-
sity functions for each were computed. Each image func-
tion and its transform was plotted on a Calcomp drum plot-
ter. While it seemed a large task to implement the plot-
ting routine (Hide--see Appendix B for 3 source listing) it 
seemed to be the only way to verify the accuracy of the corn-
putations. For example, the graphical representations of a 
number of simple transforms are well known and were compared 
to results obtained here for verification. Similarly, the 
image profiles were plotted and inspected for accuracy. 
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Because of the nature of the transform, in order to 
display one full period, it is necessary to move the origin 
of the transform to the point u,v = N/2 (Gonzalez & Wirtz, 
1977). This was accomplished by multiplying fD(x,y) by 
(-l)xy. This operation required another step in the process 
and another short program. 
Also, since the spectral density function is usually 
a complex function consisting of a real and imaginary part, 
the magnitude of the function is what is normally plotted. 
The magnitude is given by 
[ 2 2 J ~ F(u,v) = R (u,v) +I (u,v) ( 7) 
Extra program code .was written to compute the magnitude of 
the function to be plotted whenever it was the spectral den-
sity function .. 
The output for some simple test functions is shown in 
Figures 17 throug-h 19.. They show a sine wave, its transform, 
and the inverse transform, respectively. Figures 20 through 
22 show the same sequence for an impluse function.. These 
tests conform very w~ll with expected results. 
The set of potential masks wa·s limited to simple 
figures that could be easily generated on the PDP/BE CRT. 
The display capabilities of the CRT are limited to about 
1000 points and these points can only be displayed as hori-
zontal, vertical, and 45° diagonal vectors. This constrained 
the choi~e of a frequency mask. 
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Computing the Similarity Between Masks and Test Contours 
Once a set of transforms was available, another pro-
gram was written (see Appendix C) to compute a measure of 
similarity between the test con tours a.'l.d the masks. The op-
timal frequency mask was chosen by comparing the spectra of 
the various candidates with the spectra of the inducing pat-
tern/target combinations. This was done as follows: 
a} the 2-dimensional transform of each stimulus was 
taken. 
b) each frequency spectrum was normalized by dividing 
through by the largest amplitude, thus setting the 
maximum to l. 
c) a measure of similarity between the frequency spec-
tra of each stimulus was obtained by sampling points 
at set intervals of frequency. Then the ratio of the 
two functions at each of these sampling points was 
taken. 
d) the ratios were summed. The frequency mask with the 
greatest total was selected. 
Sums close to the number of points indicate high similarity~ 
sums close to zero indicate low similarity, as do sums much 
greater than the number of points. However, if the ratio is 
the ratio of the mask to the target, sums greater than the 
number of points indicate that the mask has much greater en-
ergy than the targe·t. This latter condition, while showing 
low similarity, is not a sufficient reason for eliminating 
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a mask. This measure does not indicate whether the high arrt-
plitude in the target was coincident with high amplitude in 
the mask or whether the large sum was due to high arnpli tude 
in the mask spectrum coinciding with low amplitude in the 
test contour. As a result, two other measures of similarity 
were made. 
One measure used a least squares approach in which 
the sum of the squared differences between mask and test 
contour was computed. TI1e criteria for selection for this 
measure was the mask with the smallest sum. 
Another measure summed those instances when the mask 
had greater amplitude than the target at a given frequency 
separately from those instances when the mask had less am-
plitude than the target. For this measure the criteria for 
selection '\Alas a minimum "less than" sum and a maximum "great-
er than" sum. The measures of similarity are shmvn in Tables 
2 throug-h 4 ~ Based on these measures, the small box was 
chosen as the best frequency mask. 
Once the frequency mask had been chosen based on si-
milarity in the frequency domain, the same comparisons were 
made in the image domain, to assure that the frequency mask 
was not similar to the contexts in this respect. The box 
scored best on these measures also. 
In addition, the frequency spectrum of the pattern 
mask was compared to the contexts to assure that its spectrum 
was sufficiently different. As is shown in Tables 2, 3, and 
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Table 2 
Similarity Values for Mask Candidates 
and Test Contour 1 
Similarity a 
Mask 1 2 3 
Less /Greater 
Box (Size 16) 4052~9 21.9 93.2 30.9 
Box (Size 24} 2130.4 18. 1 102.7 10.2 
Rectangle (Size 8 X 16) 8524 .. 8 29.5 77.5 67.3 
Rectangle (Size 8 X 24) 6018.0 22.5 82 .. 5 41.6 
Square (Size 16) 24213.4 48.3 42 .. 2 195.7 
Circle (Size 8) 52773.9 52.7 29 .. 7 318 .. 4 
2 Dots (Size 16) 4165.8 23.0 103.6 24.4 
2 Dots (Size 2) 51950.1 94.5 46.3 319.2 
Dot (Size 8) 9744.0 22.5 75.4 4 7.4 
Dot (Size 12) 5476.9 18.7 91..1 18.8 
Dot (Size 16) 3602.2 18.3 100.6 9.4 
Circle (Size 16) 54548.5 45.6 35 .. 0 298.6 
4 Boxes (Size 8) 6447.,2 21.8 85.6 40.9 
Dot (Size 2) 75374.8 186., 7 25 .. 0 530.7 
Dot (Size 4) 25219 .. 0 52.5 45 .. 5 175.8 
Dot (Size 24) 1955.3 18.5 110 .. 8 2.4 
Dot (Size 3 2) 1350.3 19.2 115.4 1.1 
Circle (Size 2) 107836.6 241 .. 3 19 .. 8 751.0 
Square (Size 3) 135434.0 430.0 5.,7 1004.6 
Box (Size 2) 188285.8 902.7 5.5 1534.5 
Pattern Mask 45017.7 30 .. 1 42.0 215.7 
a Similarity measure 1 is the sum of the normalized ratio 
of the mask to the test contour.. Measure 2 is the sum of 
the squared differences between the mask and the test con-
tour~ Measure 3 is separate sums for those cases where 
the mask is less than the test contour and those where it 
is greater than the test contour .. 
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Table 3 
Similarity Values for Mask Candidates 
and Test Contour 2 
Similarity 
Mask 1 2 3 
Less /Greater 
Box (Size 2} 2136 .. 5 32.6 159.7 20.4 
Box (Size 24} 1132 .. 1 31 .. 8 175 .. 1 5 .. 6 
Rectangle (Size 8 X 16) 4678.7 37.8 139.7 52 .. 6 
Rectangle (Size 8 X 24) 3278.4 33.3 148 .. 1 30.2 
Square (Size 16) 13844.9 50.8 89 .. 9 166 .. 4 
Circle (Size 8) 32415.6 48 .. 3 58 .. 1 270.0 
2 Dots (Size 16) 2700 .. 3 35 .. 5 171.6 15 .. 4 
2 Dots (Size 2) 29111..1 89.7 85 .. 0 281 .. 1 
Dot (Size 8) 5888 .. 0 32 .. 0 137 .. 4 32.4 
Dot (Size 12} 3280.3 31.3 159 .. 8 10.5 
Dot (size 16) 2080.9 32.6 172.8 4 .. 6 
Circle (Size 16) 33328 .. 1 46.6 69 .. 4 256.1 
4 Boxes (Size 8} 2969.0 31.9 149.8 28 .. 1 
Dot (Size 2) 42904 .. 0 170 .. 9 50 .. 2 479 .. 0 
Dot (Size 4} 15012,.0 53 .. 6 90.2 143 .. 5 
Dot (Size 24) 1081.9 34.0 186.2 0.7 
Dot (Size 3 2) 789 .. 6 35.2 191 .. 5 0 .. 2 
Circle (Size 2) 65220 .. 2 217.8 35.3 689 .. 6 
Square (Size 3 } 77058 .. 3 391 .. 4 13 .. 9 935 .. 9 
Box (Size 2) 118260.0 841.1 11 .. 7 1463 .. 7 
Pattern Mask 27127 .. 3 34 .. 3 81..3 178.1 
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Table 4 
Similarity Values for ~ask Candidates 
and Test Contour 3 
Similarity 
Mask l 2 3 
Less /Greater 
Box (Size 16) 5434.7 16.9 66.2 34.6 
Box (Size 24) 2904.8 13.2 74.3 12.5 
Rectangle (Size 8 X 16) 12295.8 25.4 52.7 73.3 
Rectangle (Size 8 X 24) 8676.1 19.2 57.7 47 .. 5 
Square (Size 16) 36637.5 47.8 23.0 207.3 
Circle (Size 8) 83659.3 54.5 19.6 339.0 
2 Dots (size 16) 6794.1 15 .. 9 74.7 26.2 
2 Dots {Size 2) 74144.9 96 .. 3 32 .. 3 335.9 
Dot (Size 8) 14849.4 18.5 52.1 54.8 
Dot {Size 12) 8049.6 13.8 64.2 22.6 
Dot (Size 16) 5405.9 13 .. 0 72 .. 0 11.5 
Circle (Size 16) 82205.1 45.7 22.3 316.6 
4 Boxes (Size 8) 8889.2 17 .. 2 59.9 45.9 
Dot (Size 2) 109138.7 193.1 16 .. 1 552 .. 6 
Dot (Size 4) 38332.7 52.6 30 .. 2 191.3 
Dot (Size 24) 2812. 2 12.6 30.2 191.3 
Dot (Size 3 2) 1994.0 12.9 84.4 0.9 
Circle (Size 2) 163423~9 250.5 13.4 775.3 
Square (Size 3) 203471.9 445,.9 3.4 1033 .. 1 
Box (Size 2) 306047 .. 2 928.4 3 .. 1 1562 .. 8 
Pattern 1!1ask 67370 .. 4 28 .. 5 27.5 232 .. 0 
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4 the pattern mask scored moderate to low on these measures 
of similarity. The spectrum of the luminance mask was not 
compared to test its similarity. However, since it consist-
ed of a large array of dots its spectrum should be a broad-
band low amplitude modulated Bessel function. 
Method 
Subjects. Four students acted as observers. They 
were tested for 20/20 visual acuity with a Snellen eye chart. __ 
For their participation they received a combination of course 
credit and $3.50/hour. 
Desi~~· A 4 x 12 x 4 repeated measures design with 
replications -vras ·used with 4 masks (blank_, luminance, pat-
tern, adn frequency), 12 inducing patterns (3 lengths x 3 
spacings, broken lines, closed figure, and blank), and 4 
ISI's (0, 35, 70, 105) .. 
The response measure was a forced-choice discrimina-
tion of the position of the target. There were hvo posi- · 
tions~ top and bottom. Each target position was matched 
with each mask and inducing pattern. The order of presen-
tation was randomized. Each subject received the 288 treat-
ment combiriations 10 times for a total of 2880 responses 
per subject. 
Tne blank field mask was run separately from the 
others since it consisted of only the context plus target 
preceded by a 4-second presentation of the fixation point. 
It was paired with each of the 12 contexts and 2 targets. 
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Each subject received 10 replications of these 24 treatment 
combinations, each randomized, for an additional 240 obser-
vations per subject. 
Apparatus and Stimuli. All the stimuli were pre-
pared as described for experiment 1 and presented using the 
PDP/BE. 
Masks) The blank mask consisted of a 4-second pre-
sentation of the fixation point followed by the context plus 
target. 
The luminance mask consisted of a 3° x 7° patch of 
points. The spaces between points were clearly visible due 
to hardware limitations which prevent display of more than 
about 1000 points. The distribution of points was homogen-
ous. There was a fixation dot at the center of the field. 
0 0 The pattern mask consisted of a 3 x 7 random assort-
ment of 24 line segments of random lengths at ver-tical, hor-
izontal, and 45° orientations. It had a fixation dot at its 
center. 
0 - 0 The frequency mask was a small .48 x .56 box at the 
center of the field. 
Inducing Patterns) The inducing patterns consisted 
of two groups of line segments located above and below a 
central fixation dot. Each group contained two sets of four 
parallel line segments. 'I'he targets appeared in the space 
between sets of parallel lines. Each context contained one 
separation and one length of line. Three separations and 
lengths wer~ used (30', 50', 1°10' ). Making all combina-
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tions of these values yielded nine different inducing pat-
terns ( C l through C9). These are sho'.vn in Figure 23. 
Inducing pattern 10 through 12 (ClO through Cl2) were 
controls. 
Inducing pattern 10 consisted of pattern C5 with the 
line segments made into dashed lanes. 
Inducing pattern 11 consisted of pattern C5 with the 
line segments foreshortened and joined in pairs at their end 
points. 
Inducing pattern 12 consisted of the target alone. 
Targets) The targets consisted of three horizontal 
line segments 40' long and 40' apart. The targets appeared 
either above or below the fixation point in the space be-
tween the context inducing lines. 
The masks and contexts were approximately equal in 
total energy, except for the frequency mask which had 
slightly less energy than the others. The target to mask 
energy ratio for thE~ frequency mask was about 1:1.82. In-
dividual poin-ts in the displays \:rere illuminated at -. 75 
log ft. lam. except for the frequency mask which was at .1 
log ft. lam. Eventhough the points composing ·the frequency 
mask were brighter 1 there were more points illuminated in 
the other masks. This resulted in lm.,rer total luminance 
for the frequency mask. 
Procedure. TI1e experimenter briefly explained the 
subjective contour phenomenon and the forced-choice task. 
C1 C2 
C4 C5 
C3 
C6 
Figure 23. Contexts 1 through 9 for Experiment 3 
C7 
C9 
C8 
()) 
~ 
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The observer v.,ras told that his/'ner ·task v1as to indicate 
which target, top or bottom, was presented on a given trial. 
A practice trial was given for each of the treatment combi-
nations. A trial consisted of 4 seconds adaptation to the 
masking pattern followed after the appropriate ISI by the 
context pattern plus target. The observers were instructed 
to fixate on the fixation point at the center of the field 
during the stimulus presentation. The duration of the in-
ducing pattern plus target display was varied during the 
practice session to achieve approximately 75% correct. These 
durations varied between 26 and 40 msec. across subjects. 
Results 
An analysis of variance and other statistical tests 
were performed on the raw data and on transformed data 
[arcsin transformation, Kirk, 1968 ]. The transformation 
was performed to correct for non-normality in the percent 
correct distribution and thus meet a required assumption of 
the analysis of variance. Significant effects were the same 
for both tests. The results reported here use the results 
of the tests on the raw data so that they can be interpreted 
in units of percent correct rather than transformed units. 
Overall, the manipulations resulted in lowered accuracy for 
detection of the target. These results can be grouped into 
effects due to the masks and effects due to the contexts. 
First, the results due to the masks are presented, then those 
due to the contexts. 
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Mask Data. Figure 24 shows the mean percent correct 
on the vertical axis for each of the four masks. Each point 7 
except the bl~nk mask data point, is a summation across all 
4 subjects, 4 ISI•s, 12 contexts, 2 targets, and 10 repli-
cations giving a total of 3840 observations per data point. 
The blank mask condition did not have different lSI's so 
that it is based on 960 observations. The error bars indi-
cate the 95% confidence interval for each data point. The 
graph suggests that detection of the target was easiest fol-
lowing the blank mask, about equal for the luminance mask 
and frequency mask, and most difficult for the pattern mask. 
A one-way analysis of variance, using all four masks, showed 
a significant difference among masks, F (3, 1224) = 6.608, 
p (.0002. Duncan's Range tests among the mask means indi-
cate that the blank mask is significantly higher than the 
other masks, the frequency mask is not significantly differ-
ent from the luminance mask, and the pattern mask is signi-
ficantly lower than the others at p ( .. 05. 
The mask effects were accompanied by a significant 
main effect for ISI, F (3, 6) = 6_1854, P< .02. Figure 25 
shows the mean percent correct for each of the four ISI's 
(0, 35, 70, 105). Percent correct is plotted on the verti~ 
cal axis and ISI is plotted on the horizontal axis. Each 
data point is based on 2880 observations. The graph indi-
cates that accuracy improved as ISI increased. However, 
comparisons among the means indicate that ISI 35, 70, and 
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105 were not significanly different at p(~05. 
vmile the mask x ISI interaction was not significant, 
a plot of the ISI _function for each mask 1 shown in Figure 
26, reveals a very clear pattern. Each mask is plotted sep-
arately. Each data point is based on 960 observations.. The 
functions for the luminance mask ~nd the frequency mask were 
nearly superimposed and also showed a dip at 70 msec.. The 
ISI function for the pattern mask, on the other hand, was 
monotonic increasing. 
The masking results above were based on analyses 
which included all the subjects. Analysis of individual 
subjects revealed that three of the four subjects showed 
significant masking effects while one did not,. 
Context Data. The second main influence on the accu-
racy of subjects' performance was due to the contexts adja-
cent to the targets. Figure 27 shows the mean percent cor-
rect for each of the 12 contexts. Each data paint is based 
on 960 observations. The error bars indicate the 95% con-
fidence intervals for each point. The graph shows that per-
cent correct varied widely as a function of context and the 
analysis of variance confirms the significance of this ef-· 
feet, F (11, 22) = 7 .. 7702, p ( ,.00003. 
Contexts Cl through C9 represent all combinations of 
three separations and three lengths of inducing lines.. 1be 
combinations are shown in Table 54 
Figure 27 shows that for each separation, as the 
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Table 5 
Length and Separation of Lines 
for Contexts 1 through 9 
Separation Length Context 
30' 
30' C1 
50' C2 
1°10 I C3 
50' 
30' C4 
so• cs 
1°10 I C6 
1°10 I 
30' C7 
so• C8 
J0 10' C9 
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length of the inducing lines increases accuracy decreases. 
For example, for separation l, i.e~ Cl through C3, Cl pro-
duces greater accuracy than C2, and C2 produces greater accu-
racy than C3. Comparisons among means indicate that except 
for C4 and C5 all contexts within each separation differ 
significantly at the p ( • 05 level.. Thus, with the exception 
of C4 and C5, for all separations increasing the length of 
the inducing lines decreased accuracy~ 
Further comparisons showed that for no length of in-
ducing line did changing the separation influence accuracy. 
For example, differences among Cl, C4, and C7 were not sig-
nificant at p ( .05,. This was true for all lengths. Thus, 
changes in separation of inducing linesJ for a given length, 
had no effect on accuracy. 
Contexts ClO, Cll, and Cl2 were controls. ClO was 
not significantly different from the length 2 contexts (C2, 
C5, C8) or from Cl and C4.. Performance for ClO was signifi-
cantly better than performance on all length 3 contexts (C3, 
C6, C9) at p( ,.05~ 
Cll produced the worst accuracy, but this was not 
statistically worse than any length 3 context at p( .. 05 ... 
It was less than all length 2 and length 1 con texts 1 however. 
C 12 1vas the target alone. This condition produced 
the best performance. It was greater than any context at 
p < . 05 .. 
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Discussion of Experiment 3 
Several significant effects have been demonstrated, 
some due to effects of the masks, some due to the effects 
of the contexts. First, the effects of the masks will be 
considered, than the effects due to the contexts to deter-
mine what conclusions can be drawn about subjective contours. 
Mask Effects. Before concluding that the masking 
effects were due to particular characteristics of the vari-
ous masks we should consider the alternative hypotheses that 
the masking effects may have been due to luminance masking, 
spatial inhibition, or response bias. 
The masks differed in total luminance. These differ-
ences were quantified in the following way. The luminance 
of a patch of non-overlapping points was measured on the 
CRT at the intensity used in the experiment. This measure-
ment was taken as a measure of the luminance of an individual 
point, and was multiplied by the number of points displayed 
in each mask to obtain a total luminance for each display. 
Since the intensity of a point varies inversely with the 
number of points displayed simultaneously, a number of lumi-
nance patches were used. The total luminance for each mask 
computed in this way is shown in Table 6. The masks are 
listed in the table in descending order of luminance. If 
the masking effects were due to luminance we should expect 
percent correct to be in increasing order. However, the 
frequency mask produced about as much masking as the lumi-
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Table 6 
Luminance and Mean Percent Correct 
for Each Mask in Experiment 3 
Mean 
Percent 
Mask Energy a Points Correct 
Luminance 97.70 977 74.219 
Pattern 96 .. 92 800 71.198 b 
Frequency 53.22 150 74.063 
Blank 0.00 0 79.375b 
a Energy luminance of individual point x number = 
of points. 
b Signific<:mtly different at p < .OS. 
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nance mask, but had only about half the total luminance. 
The pattern mask, which had about the same luminance as the 
luminance mask produced significantly more masking. There-
fore, these data do not support luminance as an explanation 
of the mask effects. 
A number of factors combine to suggest that the mask-
ing effects are not due to simple center-surround interaction 
like that described by Barlow (1953) or Westheimer (1965). 
Both the luminance mask and the pattern mask have about the 
same total energy and this energy is about equally distri-
buted across the target area and the area adjacent to the 
target. Yet, these masks produce different amounts of mask-
ing. The frequency mask has all its energy concentrated at 
0 
about 0.8 from the nearest edge of the target and about 
1.93° from the farthest edge. Simple center-surround inter-
actions generally involve a center excitatory area of about 
10• surrounded by a 20• - 40• inhibitory area (Teller, Matter, 
& Phillips, 1970). Thus, the frequency mask was outside the 
area of inhibition, especially if we consider the entire 
spatial extent of the target. Finally, Barlow, Fitzhugh, & 
Kuffler (1957) indicate that at low luminances, surrounds of 
receptive fields of retinal ganglion cells disappear and, 
consequently, lateral inhibitory interactions. The low 
mean spatial luminance of these displays suggest that these 
interactions were minimal. Spatial inhibition, then, cannot 
account for the masking results. 
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Table 7 shows the response totals for eacl1 subject 
and Table 8 shows the totals for each mask~ There was no 
apparent bias for any subject or for any mask. No subject 
showed a tendency to choose one alternative, top or bottom, 
more consistently. Similarly, there was no bias of this 
kind for any of the masks. The results cannot be attributed 
to different response strategies for the different masks. 
If we look at Figure 25 we see that the pattern mask 
produced monotonic, almost linear masking as a function of 
ISI, while the frequency mask and the luminance mask showed 
first a decrease in masking from 0 to 35 msec., then a 
slight increase in masking at 70 msec. The functions for 
the luminance-mask and the pattern mask can at best be inter-
preted as trends since the dip at 70 msec~ was not great 
enough to reach significance. This lack of significance 
may be due in part to the narrow dynamic range of the mask-
ing effect overall which was about 8.2% for no mask to pat-
tern mask, 10% for the pattern mask at 0 ISI to luminance 
mask at 105 msec. ISI, and 12.7% for the pattern mask at 0 
ISI to no mask. This along Hi th the fact that the no mask 
performance was around 80% correct suggests that the task 
was difficult with or without the masks. Perhaps, the dyna-
mic range could be increased by (a) decreasing target to mask 
energy ratios, (b) changing the target to make it more detec-
able, i.e. making lines thicker or brighter, (c) finding 
more effective masks. An increased dynamic range might more 
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Table 7 
Response Contingency Tables for Subjects 
Response 
Subject Presentation Top Bottom Total 
#1 
Top 988 452 1440 
Bottom 511 929 1440 
·Total 1499 1381 2880 
#2 
Top 978 462 1440 
Bottom 452 988 1440 
Total 1430 1450 2880 
#3 
Top 1258 182 1440 
Bottom 393 1047 1440 
Total 1651 1229 2880 
#4 
Top 1164 276 1440 
Bottom 364 1076 1440 
Total 1528 1352 2880 
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Table 8 
Response Contingency Tables for Masks 
Response 
Mask Presentation Top Bottom Total 
Blank 
Top 395 85 480 
Bottom 113 367 480 
Total 518 452 960 
Luminance 
Top 14 77 443 1920 
Bottom 547 1373 1920 
Total 2024 1816 3840 
Pattern 
Top 1396 524 1920 
Bottom 582 1338 1920 
Total 1978 1862 3840 
Frequency 
Top 1515 405 1920 
Bottom 591 1329 1920 
Total 2106 1734 3840 
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effectively delineate the details of the masking functions~ 
The failure to obtain detailed masking functions does 
not prevent us from drawing the following two conclusions 
about the main masking effects~ First, the pattern mask 
produced the greatest masking overall. Secondlyf all three 
masks produced some masking when compared to the no mask 
condition. This latter fact suggests -that more than one 
type of masking was taking place. In particular, the effects 
of the frequency mask were about equal to the luminance mask 
and this masking was due to two different mechanisms. 
Context Effects. A second major, but not necessarily 
independent (see below), influence on the targets detect-
ablity was due to the surrounding context, i.e. the inducing 
lines which formed the subjective contour. As with the 
masks, luminance and spatial inhibition could provide alter-
native explanations for the results. 
Table 9 shmvs the contexts ordered by their luminance. 
Each lighted point in the contexts had the same intensity 
so that their total luminance can be compared by comparing 
the number of lighted points. This is shown in column two 
of the table. If luminance were the prime factor in the 
context effects we would expect percent correct to decrease 
as luminance increased. However, percent correct for Cll 
was lmver than C3, C6, and C9 with only about half the lumi-
nance. Cll differed greatly from C2, CS, and C8 eventhough 
it had about equal luminance. Similarly, the comparison be-
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Table 9 
Mean Percent Correct and Number of 
Illuminated Points for Each Context 
Mean 
Percent 
Context Points Correct 
Cl2 0 85.00a 
c 1, C4, C7 176 78.24b 
C11 288 66.15a 
C2 T cs, C8 304 74.42b 
C10 416 74.13a 
C3, C6, C9 560 66.79b 
a Based 1040 observations on 
b Based 3120 observations on 
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tween ClO and C2, C5, and CS does not support a luminance 
hypothesis, especially considering the fact that the added 
luminance in C 10 >.vas near the target and presumably more 
effective. Luminance alone does not account for the dif-
ferences a~ong the contexts. 
The contexts used here to produce the subjective con-
tours can be considered as masks presented at 0 msec. SOA in 
a metacontrast paradigm. Since no bther SOA's were inves-
tigated the context effects can not be compared to temporal 
metacontrast functions. The spatial extent of the contexts 
can be compared to spatial effects in metacontrast, however. 
In this regard there are a number of distinctions to be made 
between these stimuli and regular metacontrast displays. 
The apparent brightness reduction in metacontrast masking is 
largely dependent on edge interactions (Grmvney, 1976). 
Growney has shown that one obtains negligible amounts of 
metacontrast masking without sharp edges and that the speci-
fic type of edge in both the target and mask can change the 
amount of masking obtained. Sturr & Frumkes (1965) also 
present data supporting a border inhibition model of meta-
contrast spatial interactions. The stimuli used here, how-
ever, do not have real borders or edges so that these inter-
actions should be minimal. In addition, as the spatial ex-
tent of the mask is increased
1 
in metacontrast paradigms, 
beyond about 1.5° the masking effect diminishes (Sturr & 
Frumkes, 1965). So the reduction in accuracy here, which 
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increased as the length of the inducing lines was increased 
0 through about 4 , suggests mechanisms other than metacontrast 
are involved. Also, metacontrast effects are not usually 
obtained with forced-choice detection criteria (Breitmeyer & 
Ganz, 1975; Schiller & Smith, 1966). 
The reduction in accuracy could also be attributed 
to center-surround interaction betv.reen the context and the 
·, 
target. As the inducing lines are extended they stimulate 
larger portions of the inhibitory surround thus raising the 
target threshold. Westheimer (1965) and Teller~ Hatter, & 
Phillips ( 1970) have shmm that stimulation beyond about 
45• causes a decrease in threshold (sensitization). For 
the displays here we would have expected a reduction in 
threshold if peripheral center-surround interactions were 
involved. This reduction was not found. 
These experiments suggest that the context masking 
was due to a combination of subjective effects which pro-
duced measurable changes in the detectabili ty of the target. 
The area between the sets of inducing lines, where the tar-
get was located~ appears subjectively darker than the sur-
rounding background. These data have shown that a target 
which appears in this subjective area is also affected. 
Moreover, by varying the strength of the subjective contour, 
it has been shown that as the contour becomes more salient 
the target becomes less detectable. This effect does not 
appear to be a function of the separation between the in-
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ducing lines~ but rather a function of their length. Ex-
periment 1 showed that the salience of the subjective con-
tours increased with increased size, but length and separa-
tion of the inducing lines were not varied independently. 
Experiment 3 has suggested that the size effect may have 
been due to lengthing of the inducing lines rather than 
increased separation between them. 
Context Specific Mask Effects. The effect of the 
subjective contours, then, was to reduce the detectability 
of the target by creating a subjectively darker area which 
lowered the apparent brightness of the target as well. In 
terestingly, the ability of the inducing lines to reduce tar-
get detectability was not equal for all the masks. If we 
plot the context effects for each mask we see that the range 
of the context effect was lower for the frequency mask than 
for any other (see Figure 28a through 28d). The plots show 
that the range of the effect for Cl vs. C3, C4 vs. C6, and C7 
vs .. C9 was ahout the same for the luminance mask and the pat-
tern mask, but least for the frequency mask. Table 10 
shows the range of the effect computed as the difference be-
tween Cl2 1 the no context condition 1 and the strongest con-
tour conditions. The table shows the smallest range of mask-
ing for the frequency mask .. Similarly, the difference be-
tween the strong contour and the weak contour conditions for 
each separation of inducing lines shows that the frequency 
mask had an effect on context masking. Table 11 shows these 
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Figure 28d. Mean Percent Correct for Each Context for 
the Frequency Mask. 
Table 10 
Differences in Dynamic Range Among Contexts 
Mask a Cl2 (max) C9 (min) Range 
Blank 92.50b 62.50 30.00 
Luminance 86.25 65.93 20.32 
Pattern 84.06 63.12 20.94 
Frequency 82.81 66 56 16.25 
a Percent correct for the blank mask based 
on 80 observations; for other masks 320 observa-
tions per context. 
b Percent Correct. 
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a Mask 
Blank 
Luminance 
Pattern 
Frequency 
'I'able 11 
Differences in Mean Percent Correct 
Between Strong and Weak Contours 
Contexts· 
C3-Cl C6-C4 
22.50 17.50 10.00 
11.56 10.00 15.31 
12.50 12,.50 
7. 18 9.06 11.56 
90 
Mean 
Difference 
16.66 
12.29 
11.45 
9.26 
a Percent correct for blank mask based on 80 observations 
for each context; for other masks 320 observations per con-
text. 
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differences. Figure 29 shows plots of percent correct for 
each mask as a function of ISI. Each data point is based 
on 960 observations. Figure 29a shows the average of the 
weak contour conditions for each mask. While there is some 
variation it does not appear to be mask specific.. Figure 
29b shows the strong contour conditions. The frequency 
mask shows much less context effect at 0 msec. ISI, the point 
of maximum masking, than the luminance or pattern mask. 
Figure 29c shows the mean percent correct for the no context 
condition (Cl2) and does not show the interaction between 
mask and targe-t_ 1his interaction seems to depend on the 
presence of a context, 1bus, the frequency mask, while not 
producing the greatest masking, reduced the range of the_ 
context effect and had a larger effect on the strong con-
tour conditions. This is especially interesting since the 
frequency mask contained about half the total luminance of 
the other masks. It suggests that frequency analyzers may 
be involved in the subjective contour forming process, at 
least for displays of this type. 
Ginsberg (1975) has argued that subjective contours 
are not subjective at all, but that the spectrum of a con-
tour producing display contains a substantial portion of the 
frequencies that would be present if a real contour were 
there.. Tyler (1975) points to serious flaws in his metho-
dology, however. These data support the hypothesis that 
frequency analyzers may be involved in subjective contour 
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formation. Further experiments using bandlimi·ted masks and 
a broader array of contours could answer some interesting 
questions about the involvement of spatial frequency analy-
zers in this phenomenon. This could help illuminate how 
individual features and components of patterns are organized 
to produce holistic perceptions. 
General Summary 
A number of interesting facts have emerged concerning 
subjective contours. It has been shown that the salience 
of the contours,varies with the retinal size of the image 
and also with its intensity~ The ratings follow a monotonic 
increasing function of the log of the luminance and size of 
the display. In addition, the salience of the contours is 
orientation sensitive 1 being greatest for oblique orienta-· 
tions. The orientation effects suggested that the pheno--
menon is not peripheral in origin since peripheral receptive 
fields are generally circular. The size effects also impli-
cate non-peripheral processing, perhaps at the level of the 
striate cortex where size tuned fields have been found in 
the monkey.and cat .. These;contours had real effects, as 
measured in a forced-choice detection task, in which targets 
became more difficult to detect as the contours became 
stronger~ Finally, spatial frequency analyzers may be in-
volved in their formation since adaptation to a broadband 
mask reduced their masking effect. 
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l 
l 
l 
1 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
2 
3 
3 
2 
l 
l 
l 
I 
I 
UU J=32-Y~IKl*SlNU(ll TO 32+YBIKI*~IND(!)I 
Al!<.tJfi)::q; 
tNU; 
tNUI 
11 TLt=T (I\); 
I 
f 
I 
I 
CALL PLTH1DIAtXbOUNUtYBOUNUtBor4otlot64.,-l.,Tll I 
II* 
t:.NU; 
t.lkCLt: 
A=u; *I 0 
0 
0 
l 
l 
0 
I T1TL~= 1 28 t.IkCLE RAOlUS=c INC=3 1 1 
I UU l=u TO 3b0 ~y J;. 
I AI~*CUSUIIl+32•2*SlND(ll+32tll=ll tNUI 
I 
II* 
~ALL PLTH101AtXBOUNUtYd0UNDt8ot4otlotb4or-1otTl)l 
~(,!UARt: *I 
A=O! 
T lTLt= I,;') 
DU J=3lt321 
dUX SIZE=2 1 1 
uu l;;.j1 TU ::S?I 
A(Jrltl);;ll 
AlltJtll=ll 
t.I~U I 
0. (J 
0 
1 
c 
c:: 
c: 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
CALL II), 
tNU; 
~L1HlU(ArXDOUNDtYtl0UNUtdot4otlot64or-lotTll I 
SL.iUAi<C. */ A=O; 
TITLt=•JO SQUARE SIZE=3'i 
' c. 
OU J:::Jl!.BI 
iJU 1=:11 TU 331 
A(Jtld)=l! 
I A<1•Jt1)=11 
I !:.NUl tNUI 2 J. 
0 ICALL ~LTHlU(A•X~OUNDtYBOUNUt8ot4otlotb4ot-lotTlll 
l/1), L!Ul::. *I 
0 1Ylilll=1i:i 
0 IYt.J\c)=lbi 
0 IYtJ(3)=~·H 
0 IYtJ('+l=3u; 
0 ·IXUFf'=.jc::; 
0 IT<ll='lb UOT 
0 ITI2)= 1 l'i UOT 
0 IT\3)= 1 20 UUT 
u T\<t)='d uuT 
0 IOU K=l ro 41 
1 IA=O; 
RADIUS 12 
RAOJ.US lb 
RADlUS 24 
kADlUS 30 
l I vU 1=0 TO 360 bY 31 
lNC ::P; 
l NC 3 I; 
lN~ .j 'I lN~ J t; 
2 I A=Yb(K)~~O~Dil)+XOFFi 
2 I UU J=3~-YB(K)!J,SlNU(l) TO 32+YB(K)*S1ND(l)l 
3 I A()\•Jri)=H 
3 I t.NU; 
2 I E.NUI 
l I TllLE::=TIK); 
1 I CALL PLTHlD(A,XbOUNUrY80UNU•8•t4otlot64ot•lotTI); 
100001230 
1
00001240 OOOOlc50 
IClf\OOlchO 
1000012"(0 
I OOOtll.:'oO 
IOiloOl290 
100001300 
100(J0131U 
100001320 
100001330 
100001340 
10!10013!::>0 
IOOOOl:J60 
100001370 
IOOOOlJHO 
1000013~0 
1
00001400 
00001410 
100001420 
IOnOlil43U 
IOnool44U 
looool45u 
lf10Q0146U 
1
000('114(0 
onool4Hu 
lonoo1490 
100001500 
I000l!1':Jl0 
IO!lC\01~20 
'100001530 looogl"'-.o 100() 15')0 
100001560 
100001':>70 
I000015HO 000015'10 
lono01bOu 
IOOOOlblO 
100001620 
1
00001630 
00001640 
1
000016!50 
ooooloou 
I OOOOH-70 
IOOOOlbBO 
IO!lOOlo':IO 
100001700 
100001710 
100001720 
1 oooo1 no 
100001740 
100001750 
100001760 
1-' 
0 
01 
OPTIMIZlN~ COMPIL~K FFll PkO~ UPllONS(~AlNl k~URDERI 
STMT LEV NT 
8b 
~~ 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
181 
103 
104 
105 
1Ub 
107 
108 
109 
iH 
112 
113 
114 
H6 
ll 7 
118 
119 
12U 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
12b 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
i 35 3o 
i 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
i 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
l 
1 
1 
i 
i 
l 
! 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
i 
0 
0 
u 
u 
u 
0 
1 
2 
c. 
j 
j 
2 
1 {) 
0 
0 
~ 
l 
u 
\) 
0 
u 
u 
u 
() 
~ 
1 
c. 
_; 
j 
c 
1 
l 
l 
I t.t'< lJ I 
II* ~ lJUl~ *I 
IT1TL~=•1t c: uors kAulu~ ~ ~EPARATION ~ INC=3•; 1Ytl(ll==2bl 
IYulcl=Jt;; 
IHAU=ci 
IA=QI 
IOO 1=1 TIJ 21 
I lJU J=U TU ~60 HY 31 
I x=kAU°CUSLJ (v) +Ytl ( 1) I 
I UO K=~2-RAO*SINulvl TO 32+RAO*S1NU(J)I 
I A(!ltl\d):::1J t.Nvl 
I t:.IWI 
I t:.Nu; CALL PLlrilUIAtXbOUND,YbOUNUtBot4orlor64or-lorTlll 
II* ~lkCLt:. *I 
I A=l.ll 
I T1TL~= 1 12 CIRCLE- 16 1NC=3•: 
I lJU 1=U TU 3oO bY 3; A(tlDCU~U(!)+24td*SlNU(ll+24rl):::l; 
I lNU; ~ALL PLTH1DIArXbUUN0rYbUUNDt8ot4trlotb4tt•l•tTI); 
I I* "t>U!I "I Yf:l ( l l =C:4j 
I YtHc::)=2Uj Yt.ll)::J'JI 
I Yt::l~l=<+J; Tlll='l bOX -lb'l 
I l (2)= 1 <:: t;UA -?.«'; 
I uo 1 = 1 l u 2; A"'Ui 
I uu J=YtJii) Tu YEIIll 
I UO K=Yu(1l TU YEll); 
I A(J,I\tll=ll 
I ~NDl 
I t:.NUi 
I IITLt.=lll); 
I ~ALL ~LTMIUIAtXtlUUN0tYt:l0UNOr8or4or1•r64,,-l,,Till 
I t.NlJI 
II* Kt.~TA~GLt. */ 
U 1Tl11= 1 J R~CIA~GLE - ~ X lb'l 
U 1Tl2t='~ ~~~JANGLE-d X 2411 
o IOU •=l Tu ~~ . 
l. I A=O; 
1 1 uu J=ib ru 35; 
2 I lJU K=Yti(l) TO YE(l)J 
j I MlJtK•ll=ll 
J I t.NUI 
c. I t.1o,ju; 
~ TllLt.=T<l)l 
l j CA~L PLTrliU(A,A~OUNUrYt:lOUNUt8or4otlorb4ot-lotT!lJ l END; 
I/* ~QUA~~ ~/ 
100001770 
IUOon1"f80 
looooi7"u onoo bOO 
100001!:\lO 
loooolbcu 
lunoolMJO 
I001Jti1M40 
l00l)Ulllt;U 
100001860 
IOOOOltl70 
I 0!1()01!3i;t) OOOOlti':IU 
toooot9oo 
1
00001910 
00001 ... 20 
100001':130 
100001940 
100001':150 
lonoo1'i&O oooolnu 
IOC10019tlU 
lonool'.i90 oooo~uoo oooo~u1o 
1
00002020 
oooocu3u 
1
0flOOiU40 
oooocO!:>O 
IOnoocOiiO 
i8~gg~SbH 
· 1 oooucO':iO 
I OOOllcl 00 
I00002llU 1 oooonzu 
I00ollil30 
I00()0214U 
!ll0002150 
I OOQOCloO 
IOooo<:uo 
1001\0ilbO 
IOOOOd')U 00002200 
I0000221U 
I 0 0 (I 0 2Z2U 
1 ooooaJo 
I0000224U 
1 oooonsu 
I 0 (I 0 01:?60 
100002270 
lnono2ct!O 00002290 
100002300 
f-J 
0 
--.J 
OPTIMlZlNu CUMPIL~H fFT: PROC 0PT10NS(MAINl kcURDERi 
STMT LEV NT 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
·1 
l 
i 
l 
1 
l 
1 
l 
0 
\) 
0 
l 
2 
c. 
c 
l 
I) 
IA=U; 
IT11Lt= 1 t:l S~UAHE -lb'; IOU J=c4,Jo,il 
I uu 1=24 Tu 399 
I A(.;tltfl=ll AtltJt l=U 
I E::NU; 
I CNU; 
IC~LL PLTHlU(AtXtlQUNDtYtiOUNOt8et4eoletb4et•letTll J 
100002310 
100()02320 
IOOOOc33ll looooc34U 
looooc3:.o ooood60 
lonoo2370 
IOOOOc3t:lO 
100002390 
1-' 
0 
CD 
OPTIM!ZlN~ CUMP!LCK ~FTl PHOC OPTlONS(~A!Nl H~URO~R; 
SHIT LEV NT-
l4b 1 0 ISHlFTlPHUC ~~UQUE~I 
147 2 u I i.)(.;L. (I' J l H.IIELI blN ( l~l' 
I ::; FL.vAl blN<cul 
141:! 2 u I S=l; 
l4'ol 2 u I uu l=l T 0 l<.tlUUI•JU I 
1:>0 2 1 I S=-SI 
lSl 2 1 I ()Q J=l 10 YBOUNUI 
152 2 .: I k(l,Jt1)=A(ItJtl)*S; 
153 2 .: I S=-51 
1~4 2 c. I CNLII H;g 2 6 1 c:,~u 1 EI~D !:iHIF r; 
I~ 
/I} SHIFT FUNCTION Sl:i!FT FUNCTION 
IOOOU2400 
. 100002410 
IOnov<::420 
IOOOOc430 00(}()1::'+40 
I000024:ill 
I 000G2'f60 
*/IOOOOc<tlO 
*/100002480 
1000024')\) 
l ooooc~og ooooc~l 
f--J 
0 
1..0 
fURTRAN IV G LEVEL ~~ PLTrllll IJATt: = 79079 22/00/24 
IIUOl SUtlkUUllNE PLTt1IU(MtJ\bUUNDtYBOUNDtXLNTH,YLNTH,XMIN,XMAXt5CALEtTITLOU00?63U 
0002 
voo3 
V004 
voo5 
U006 
1.1007 
\1008 
uoo9 
VOlO 
uOll 
vo12 
vUl3 
UOl'+ 
U015 
UU16 
u017 
11018 
U019 
uozo 
ll 0;;: 1 
vo.a 
uuc3 
vo.:<+ 
uoz:. 
uue::6 
U027 
IIU28 
U029 
U030 ()031 
Ull32 
v033 
VU34 
\103':> 
UOJ6 
U037 
IJ03tl 
0039 
UU40 
\1041 
U042 
U043 
U044 
V045 
\1046 
JOu 
'+00 
::>01) 
bOO 
700 
tsOO 
':IOU 
') 
xu 
11~ I 1:..\:J t:k~ '+ X1.JUl/1~Ll, Y bUUNIJ 
HtAL 0 ~ ~~ALI:..tPUlNTtYMlN,YMAXt!ITL~(~Ol tNOTITL(20l/'NON~'/ 
U 11'> t.1~ S lli i'< A ( ;., FlU U t'--1 U t Yo 0 UN Ll , <:: ) , A P L \) T ( o 4 t b 4 l , X t l 3 0 ) , 
XYI-' (<+UV) tAlj(4U0) tG('+00) tXr1 (<tOOl ,H('+OU) tAGl (4lll.l) tGl (4l)0) 
(;I-ILL i:.KR':>t.l lc:O'it25:.tU.ltldl 
Y 1•11 N= U YM,>.J\:::U 
A':>':>lGN 7UU TU lSEL(; 
H (~Cio~Lt.l bQU,'+OOdOU 
';,t;AL 1:..:: XI:! lJ u·~ l)o YbOlJNLi 
GU TU ::lOU 
SLIILt.= 1 
A~~~~N oUU TU lSELC 
L!U lu I=ltXlJOlli,lJ 
LiO lu J"'!•YHUUI~I) 
liU IU lJELCt 17\llnClOU) 
PulNT=IIlltJ.i) 
\JU !0 ')(JO 
PUlNl=':>~RTtA(ltJtll*A(!,J,l)+A(ltJt2)*A!ItJt2ll/SCALE 
li- I P U l NT • l> T, Hll N) G 0 T 0 9 
Y ~~1 "'= r> U 1 NT 
GU 10 l u 
lr(I-'UlNf.LT.YMAill GO TO 10 
Hh\A"-i-'IJ ~~~ 
10 Ai-'LvJ(1,J)::fJOI1~f lFI~~AL~.Ll.O) WR& E19l TITLE,YMINtYMAX,APLOT 
wHllt.(ollOUl I CAPLOT !ltJl tl=:l,XBOUNDt4) tJ=l,YbOUNOt4l 
rUKi"li<t ( ll.d6fHo3) lOu 
~~=1\uUUNO 
l~l=XuOuNlJ 
1\l\J= \1 
I'J\Jl=-3 
N!'·i,:,=YblJUI~ll 
Nl". N':> l ;:;lJ 
11 ,_ .\ U 1 M = 4 v U 
U~~TAX:(XMAX-XM!Nl/ALNTH 
~~~lMT::(YMAX•YMlN)/YLNTH 
S~ALl=IAMAI\-XMlN)/FLUA1(XbUUND•ll 
UU l l=1t.l\I:>OUNU 
l A(l)=XMlN+ll-ll*SCAL£ 
UU t: l=ltl\bOUNLi 
uO 3 J::l,YtlOUND 
3 YP(J)=APLOTt1tJl 
~ CUNT H<Ut.. 
kt.IUkN 
t:.NU 
0000?640 
0000?650 
UOOO('f.f,l) 
oonO?t>IU 
ll 0 (1 0 ?f,f:\U 
uun02ol!O 
OOOO?IUV 
OOPl•Z7lU 
000027r;'V 
0000273\J 
l)t)(l0274ll 
000027SO 
001)02760 
OU1)0?77U 
0 Ul1027t\U 
0000279U 
UOOO?.tlOu 
OOIJli?MlU 
Olll102e20 
00002t\30 
0000i?tl40 
oonO?I:I:ill Ql)OlJ?H60 
oonO?H/U 
OuoUt'kHU 
OOOO?t\90 
OUOO?':IUU 
0000?910 
OOOll?'fcO 
uonoc~3u 
UOOO?q4(l 
0\l0024:iO 
0()002\ff>ll 
00(1029lU 
UOOIJ?-1HO 
U000?99U 
oooo3oou 
ouo030lO 
oooo:1o20 
00003030 
00003040 
001)030SU 
0QrJ0306U 
00003070 
000ll30HU 
0000~110 
OOOU3l20 
PAGE 0001 
r-' 
I-' 
0 
OPTIMIZING COMPILER FFTMI I* TO CALCULATE MJLTIOIMENSlONAL FFT · 0/ 
SOURCE LISTING 
STMT LEV NT 
1 0 IFFTMI I* TO CALCULATE MULTIDtMENSIONAL FFT II/I PROC(A,MoNDIMtOPTtERRORlREOROERI 
/01t4HHIIt01tltltlt~Htlt I 
/II PARAMETERS */ 
/*OIIIIIIIIOIIIIUit!tltlt/ 
2 1 0 I DCL A(lllfLOAT BIN(2llt 
M(IIJFIX~D BlN(l~l• 
NDIM FIXED EllN(lSlt 
OPT CHAR!llt 
ERROR CHAR(!) 
I 
/OOOIIIIIIIIOIIIIIIOOUOIIUOO/ 
/It LOCAL VARIABLES It/ 
/IIOOUOitOOIIOIIUOitOIIOOO/ 
3 1 0 I OCL(Pl 1NlT(3.l4l59265)t 
RTH 1NIT(o70710o78lllt 
R 1 t 
TRoT2RtT2IoT3RoT3ItT4RtT4It 
UlRtUlitU2R,U2ltU3RtU3ItU4RtU4It WRtW!tW2RtW2ltW3RtW3I 
!FLOAT ~!N(2llSTATICt 
(ltlNOtJtJMoKtK2oK3tK4tKDIFtKlNCt 
KMtKMlNtLoLJtLMAXtMMtMMAXtNAtNAOtNBt 
NtsHtNbNtNT 
>FIXE BINllS~STATICt 
N<NDIHl~lXED IN(lSl 
I 
4' l 0 I ERROR=•P•I 
s 1 0 I IF NDlM<l 
THEN GOTO RETURN; 
6 l 0 I NT=21 
7 l 0 I DO I=l TO NOIMI 
8 1 l I N<lloK=lOBooM(ll; I I-' 9 l l I lF K<l I I-' THEN GOTO RETURN; I I-' 10 1 l I NT=NT>~KJ 
ll 1 l I ENDt 
OPTIMIZING COMPILER FFTMI I* TO CALCULATE MJLTIDIMENSIONAL FFT *I 
STMT LEV NT 
12 l 0 I NA=21 I 
13 l 0 I DO IND=NDIM TO 1 BY •11 
. I 14 l l I NIN=N!!NDll I 15 1 No=NA*NlNI I 16 l l I IF N!N=l 
I THE.N GOTO MULTI I I 17 1 1 NBH=Nti/lOBI I 18 l 1 I J:;:l; I 
19 1 1 I DO I=l TO N~ BY NAI 
20 l 2 I. IF J<=I 
I THEN GOTO MODI! 21 1 2 KM=l+NA~21 22 l 2 I JM=J-11 
23 1 2 I DO K=I TO K~ BY 21 
24 1 3 I DO L=K TO NT BY NBI 25 l 4 I LJ=L+JMI 26 1 4 Wk=A!Lll 27 1 4 I Wl=A!L+l)l 28 , 4 I A!ll=A!LJ)I ~ 29 1 4 A(L+ll=A!LJ+l)J 30 l 4 I A(LJ)=WRI 31 l 4 A!LJ+lP•Wil 32 1 4 I END I 33 l 3 I END I 
34 1 2 IMO[!II K;;NbHI 
35 1 2 I DO WHILE(J>K)I 36 l 3 I J=J•KI 37 l 3 I K=K/1081 
38 1 3 I END I 
39 1 2 I J::J+Ki 
40 1 2 I END I 
41 l 1 i NAD=NA+NAI 
42 l l I ODD I IF NIN<2 
43 1 1 I }HEN GOTO LEN41 F NIN=2 
I THEN GOTO LEN21 44 1 l NIN=NlN/lOOtH 45 1 l I GOTO 0[)01 
46 1 1 I LENZI DO 1=1 TO NA BY 21 I 1-' 47 1 2 I DO K=I TO NT BY NADI I 1-' 48 l 3 I L=K+NAI I ~) 49 l 3 I WR:A ( Ll I 50 3 I WI ::A (L+lll .5~ 3 A(L)=A(K)•WRt 
OPTIMIZING COMPILER fFH1! I~ TO CALCULATE MJLTIDIMENSIONAL FFT ~I 
STMT LEV NT 
52 l 3 I AIL+l)=A!K+ll-WII 
53 1 3 
I 
A!K)=A(K)+WRI 54 l 3 A(K+ll=AIK+l)+WII 55 3 ENDJ 56 1 2 ENDJ 
57 1 1 ILEN41 M1.1A;I\:NAI 
58 1 l !MAIN! IF MMAX>=NI:lH 
'i I THE.N GOTO MULTI! 59 t MM=."JMAX+MMAA I 60 LMAA=MAliNADtMMAXIlOBll 
61 l l I 00 l=NA TO LMAX BY NAOI 
62 l 2 I J;;IJ 63 2 I IF MMAX<=NA 
I THEN GOTO INITLI 64 1 2 I Rl=-Pl~J/1•1MJ 
65 1 ~ I IF OPT='l' THEN Rl::•RIJ 
~~ l 2 I WR=C0S!Rfl1 2 Wl=SIN!R ) I 
68 1 2 I DOUBLE I W2R:WRII'iiR•WI*Wl I 
69 l 2 I rl2I:Wk*WI~000010E+OOBI 70 l 2 WJR=WcRowR-W2Iowi; 
7l 1 2 I W3l=W2R~wl+W2l*WRI 
72 l 2 I INITL I l"lJ 
73 1 2 ISTRTI If MI-1AX,NA 
I THEN I<MIN=LI 74 r 2 I EbSt KMIN=L+N!NOJJ 75 2 K IF:NIN*:-1MAXI 
76 l 2 IINCRI KlNC=KDIF*lOOBI I 
77 1 2 I 00 K=KMIN TO NT BY KlNCI I 78 l 3 I K2,K+KDIFI I 79 l 3 K3=K2+KUIFI 80 3 I K4:K3+Kl!IF! I 81 l 3 I IF MMAX:::NA I I THEN DOl I 82 l 4 I UlR=A IK) +A !K2) I I 83 4 Uli=AIK+l)+AIK2+1)J 84 1 4 I UcR=A !K3) +A (K4l I I 85 l 4 I U2l=AIK3.;.l) +A(K4+lll I 86 4 I U3R=A(K)•A(K2ll 87 l 4 I U3l;A(K+1 1 •AIK2+lll I 88 4 I U4R=A!K3+ll-AIK4+ ll I 1-' 89 I 4 I U4I=A !K4)•A IK3l I I f-' 90 4 END I w 
91 1 3 I El.SE 001 
OPTIMIZING COMPILfR fFTHI I~ TO CALCULATE MJLTIOIMENSIO~AL rFT 0/ 
STMT LEV NT 
92 1 4 I T~R=W2RDA(K2)•W2l•AIK2+111 
93 l 4 I Til=~~R•AIK2+ll+w2I•AIK2) I 94 4 I T3R=wKPA(K3)•WI•A(K3+l) I 95 l 4 T3l=WR•A(K3+l)+Wl~A(K311 1)6 l 4 I T4R=WJRDA(K4)•W3I~A(K4+lll 97 l 4 T4I=wJRDA(K4+ll+W31DA(K4) I 98 
t 
4 
I UlR=AIKI+T2Rl 99 4 Ull=AIK+ll+T2I! 10~ '+ U~R=T3R+T4RI 10 4 UCI=T3l-tT4l! 
102 l 4 I U3R=A(KI-T2RI 103 4 U3I=AIK+li•T2ll 
104 1 4 I U4R=T3l•T4!1 105 l 4 U4I=T4R•T3RI 
106 l 4 I END! 
107 l 3 I IF OPT='l' 
I THEN DOl 
108 l 4 I U4R:•U4RI 109 1 4 U4l=·U411 
110 1 4 I END I . 
11 1 l 3 I AIKI=UlR,'U2RI 
112 l 3 I A(t<+li=Ull+U2II 
113 l 3 I AIK2l=U3R+U4RI 114 3 AIK2+ll=U3I+U4II 
115 l 3 I AIK3l=UlR·U2Rl ll6 3 AIK3+ll=Ull•U2IJ 
117 l 3 I AIK4):U3R•U4RI 118 1 3 I A IK4+1J •U3I-U4II 119 1 3 END I 
120 1 2 I KMIN:L+(KMIN•LI*lOOBI I 121 l 2 I Kl)If=~INCI I 122 1 2 IF KOIF<::NBH I THEN GOTO lNCRI 123 l 2 I L=L+21 I 124 l 2 I IF l<NA I 
I 
THEN GOTO STRTI I. Fs l 2 J=J+LMAXI I 26 l 2 lr J< =~1M AX I THEN DOl I 127 l 3 I TH=WRI ' 128 l 3 WR:ITR+W!)oRTHI I 129 1 3 I wl:(Wl·TRI•RTHJ 
' 
130 l 3 I IF OPT= 'l' I 
131 1 4 I THEN OOJ 
' 
Tf.< WJ.H I pz 1 4 I WR -w U I 33 4 · Wl TR; I 
134 l 4 I EN I I 1-' 
135 1 3 I GOTO OOUBLEJ I f-' J::> 
OPTIMIZING COMPILER FFTI~I 
STMT LEV NT 
136 l 3 I END I 
137 l 2 I END I 
138 l l I NIN=3-NIN; 139 l l MMAA=MMI 140 l l GOTO MAIN! 
141 1 l IMULTII NA=NBI 
142 l l I ENOl 
143 l 0 I ERRQR;:tQtl 
144 l 0 IRETURNI END FFTMI 
I* TO CALCULATE MvLTIDIMENSlO~AL FFT 
., 
*I 
f--F 
r-' 
()1 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 21 HIUE UATE = 78195 14/47/44. PAGE 0001 
0001 
OOlHHHHtOOOO 01) 
0002 
0003 
0004 
ooos 
0006 
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0016 
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0020 
0021 
0022 
0023 
0024 
0025 
SU~ROUTINE HlnE 00000010 
_, l !X,YtXG.t,XIitH•NGtMAXI.iiMtNltNFNStTITLE. 00000020 
. 2 XLNTH,YLNTHtXMINtUELTAXtYMIN,nELTAYI 00000030 
c 00000040 
C THIS SU~ROUTINE PROOUCI:::S A 2-UIMENSIUNAL RlPHESENTATION OF A 000000~0 
C 3-UlMENSlUNhL FIGUhE Ok SUHFACE. THE FIRST CALL Tn HIDE 00000060 
C IS FOH INlTIALIZ~TlON ANU PLOTTING THE CURVE NEAREST TO THE 00000070 
C FOHEGHOUhDo ON FACH SUBSE~UfNT CALLr A CURVE FURTHER FHOM OOOOnOBO 
C THt VII::Wt:R IS PLOTTEU. 00000090 
c ••••• x IS ThE A~Cl~SA ARRAY FOR THE CUHVE TO RE PLOTTED BY HIOE 00000100 
C ON THIS CALL. T~E X VALUES MUST bE INCREASING. IF 00000110 
C X!Il >= X(!+1l FOR SOME It MAXDIM ~ILL RE SET TO ZERO• ANU A 00000120 
C R~TU~N WILL ~~ EXECUlEU. 00000130 
C ••••• Y IS ThE ORnlNATf ARRAY. OOOQ0140 
c •••.•• G VS. XG IS T~E CURRENT VISUAL MAXIMUM FUNCTION ON EACH 00000150 
C RET U k I'J F R 0 I~ 11 11\ E • 0 0 1'\ 0 0 1 6 U 
CoooooXH A~U H AHE WORKING ARRAYS. 00000170 
C ••••• ON F:ACH RETurw f'ROM HIDE, NG IS THE NU~1RFH OF POINTS IN THE. OOOOOll:lO 
C CUR R f. NT ~~ t• X I M lllv' FUN C T J 0 N • 0 N THE F I 11 S 1 CALL t N G I c; A 0 0 0 0 01 Y U 
C NONPOSITlVt IMTFGEH ~HlCH SP~CIF!ES CtHTA!N OPTIONS: 00000200 
C -ll UO NOT OkAW AN 8 1/2 AY 11 HORUt~ OOOOn?lU 
C -2: PLOT UNHlPDE'N MJNIMUM RATHU< ft1AN MAXIMUM. IN THlS 00000??0 
C CASt G VS, XG WILL Bt THE NEGATivE OF THE VISUAL OOOOn230 
C Mli~!MUM ~UNCTIO~I. 000011240 
C - 3: OU NUT PLOT ~OROtR. PLOT MINIMUM RATHER THAN MAXIMUM. 00000?50 
C 0: PLOT RUROERt PLOT MAXIMUM, 00000?60 
C IF THE bOHUEH IS ORAWN• ITS LEFT, BOTTOM CORNER WILL BE oon00270 
C wHERt:: THt Pl.OTTHJG Rt:.Ff:Rf.NCE POINT WAS JUST t:lEFORE THt: OOOOOZHO 
C FIRST CALL TO HIDEt AND THt REFERENCE POINT WILL BF 00000290 
C MUVEO 1 INCH RIGHT AND 2 INCHES UP. 00000300 
C IF THE ~OHUER IS NOT DHAWNt TH~ REFERENCE POINT WILL NOT 00000310 
C 8E ~OVEU !:lY HIDE, 00000320 
C., ••• MAXUIM IS TrlE OIMENSION IN THE CALLING PROGRAM OF THE 00000330 
IEY033l COM~ENT5 nELETED •~~·~~·~~~ouoo~~••a~auoaooooaoouaaoaaoooaoooaoaoaaoaooaaoaoooooooaoooof 
DHt~NSION X!Nll•Y!Nl),G(MAXD!MltH(MAXDlMl 'OOn00510 . 
U1MENSION XG(MAXOIMl tXH(MAXDIMl •TlTLE(20l 00000'120 
INTEGER TITLE 00000530 
DATA I:::PSl/O,U000l/tNONE/4HNONE/ 00000540 
•F!AtbtCtDtE)=C+(A-bl*(E-Cl/tn-Rl oooon~sO 
IF (MAXDIM oLEo 0) RETURN OOOOOS60 
IrPLOT = 1 00000570 
If <Nl oGTo 0) GO TO 100 OOOOOSHO 
Nl = -Nl 00000590 
!~PLOT = 0 00000600 
100 DO 10~ I = 2tNl 00000610 
IF !X!I-ll oLT. X(ll) C..O TU 105 00000620 
MAXOIM = 0 00000630 
GO TO 110 00000640 
105 CONTINUE DOOOI'\650 
If (hiG • GT • 0 l GO TO 155 00000(.60 
IF (1'<1+4 oLE. MAXOlMl GO TO 120 OOOOOA/0 
~AXDIM = -MAXniM . 00000680 
110 RETURN 00000690 
12 0 S 1 GN = 1 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 f--
It' (NG .LT. -ll SIGN = -1,0 00000710 f-i 
FNSMl = 0.0 00000720 -m 
If (NFNS oEOo ll Ni"NS = -1 00000730 
IF !NFNS oLE, Ol GO TO 125 00000740 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL ~1 HtlJE UATE = 78195 
0026 
0027 
0028 
0029 
0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 
0034 
0035 
0036 
0037 
0038 
0039 
0040 
0041 
0042 
0043 
0044 
0045 
0046 
0047 
0041\ 
0049 
0050 
0051 
0052 
0053 
0054 
0055 
0056 
0057 
005R 
0059 
0060 
0061 
0062 
0063 
0064 
0065 
0066 
0067 
0068 
0069 
0070 
125 
i30 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
139 
c 
c 
c 
140 
145 
154 
Fr>~S~ll :: NFNS " l 
DAl~ = 1~.0 • AHSIXLNTH)l~UELTAX/FNSM1 
OYlN:: (6,0- AHSIYLNThll*UELTAY/FNSMl 
HU1G ,U,~a -1 ,01<. I~G ,f_Q, •31 GO TO 130 
CALL PLUTill,n, o.o, ?l 
CALL PLUfl11.n, R,~, 21 
CALL PLGTIO,u, H,?, 21 
CALL PLOTIU,O, 0,0, 21 
CALL PLOTil,u, 2,0, -31 
lF ITITLE<ll .NE. NuNEl CALL SYMBOL(•,2th•lo0t 
l O,l4,Tl1LE,n,0,72l 
IF (XLNTH ,Lf, 0) GO TO 13':1 
CALL ROUTIN~ TO DkAW lH~ HORI70NTAL AXIS, THE . 
Lt~T ~NU IS SPECIFlEU IN INCHE~ RELATIVE TO THE REFERENCE 
POINT BY THE FIRST TwO ARGUMENTS 
CALL AXISI9,0 - XLNTH, OoOt lH t •lt XlNTHt O,Q, 
1 XMIN, lH:.LTAXl 
If- IYLNTrt •ll. 0.01 GO TO 140 
Dt.PTH AXIS 
CALL PLOTI':I.O-XLNTHtU.Ot31 
CALL PLUTIO.U,6o0-YLNTH,2J 
IF IYLNTH ol. T, O, Ol GO TO 140 
VC:RTICAL AXIS 
CALL AXIS(O,Oo6oO•YLNTH,lH oltYLNTHt90.0rYMINoDELTAYl 
!NUEXT = 3 
OU 14~ ,) = ltNl 
X G I I N ll EX T I = X ( J ) 
GllNUC:XTl = STGN 4 Y(J) 
INUEXT = IND~XT + l 
ClJNTlNUt: 
~PS = ~PSl ~IA85(XMlN)+ABSIDELTAXl) 
NG = Nl + 4 
XIJ(ll =-FNSMl ~ DXIN + XMIN- ABS(XMlN) - ABSCXGI3l)•le0 
XG(21 = ~u(3) • EPS 
XG(Nl+31 = XG(l-41+2) + t:PS 
Zl = YMIN 
If (SlGN eLT. 0,0) ZZ = •YM!N•50,0~DELTAY 
Gill = ZZ 
Gl2l = Zl 
G1Nl+3) = ZZ 
GlNGl : ZZ 
XSTAHT = XMIN • (9,0- AtiS(XLNTHll * DELTAX 
~·r llFPLOT .NF, ll GO TO 1~4 li·< l + !l "' X S T II 4 T (N1•21 = UF.LTI\X (Nl+l") = YMiN 1Nl+2) = IJELTAY ALL LINE(X,YeNl~~tOtOI 
CONTINUE ~
DXKK = OoO 
DYKK = OoO 
RELINC = OELTAX I OELTAY 
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00000750 
ooooo-r6o 
oonoono 
000007/jO 
0000079\J 
ooonr~oo 
OOOOORlU 
00000820 
OOIIOOR30 
oononiHO 
00000f\5U 
00000860 
00000870 
00000AA0 
00000A9U 
00000900 
00000':110 
00000920 
oonoo93U 
OOrlOOY4U 
00000950 
00000':160 
oonoo970 
00()00'-.lf\0 
00nfJ0lJ9U 
OOOOlOOU 
o on rn o 1 o 
00fllll020 
00001030 
oono1o4o 
OOnOlCSU 
00(10]060 Q(J(\0\010 
000010!:\0 
OOOOlOYO 
00001100 
oonOIJ10 
00001120 
00001130 
001101140 
00001150 
oon01160 
00001170 
oonOl1tJO 
OOC"!Oll9U 
00001200 
00001210 
00001??0 
oono 1no 
00001 ?.'•0 
00001?.~0 
00001260 
000012{\) 
00001280 
000012'10 
00001300 
00001310 
00001320 
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0071 
0072 
c 
c 
c 
0073 c 0074 155 
c 
c 
c 
0075 
0076 160 
0077 
0078 165 
0079 
0080 
0081. 170 
0082 175 
0083 
0084 
0085 
0086 
0087 180 
0 0 tH\ 
0089 
0090 
0091 
0092 
0093 
0094 
009S 
009h 
0097 
0098 
0099 
0100 
0101 
0102 190 
0103 
0104 200 
0105 
0106 
0107 
0108 
010Q 
0110 205 
0111 
0112 
0113 
0114 210 
0115 
0116 
0117 
0118 
~HZ. 
0121 
_j 
21 HIDE OATE = 78195 
XGING) :: ~IGN 
RETU~N 
FOLLOWING STATFMFNT IS HEACHFO IF ANY EXCEPT THE 
CURVE. N~AHlST TO TH~ V1LwEH IS TO ~E PLOTTEU 
SIGN = AG(NGl )((:i(Nb):: X(Nll 
THANSLAT~ AXES TO SIMULATE STEPPING IN DEPTH DIMENSION 
I~ INFNS) 17~.l65tl60 
UXKK :: UAKK + OXIN 
OYKK = OYKK + DYIN 
00 170 J :: ltN1 
Y (J) :: S!GN * IY (J) + DYKI<l 
XIJl ::X(,)) - DI'-KK 
CONTINUE 
CALL LUOKUI-'IX11)tXGI1ltJJ) 
II' (JJ .Gt. MAXO!Ml GO TO 300 
DO 11:l0 J=l,JJ . 
XH(Jl :: XG!Jl 
H(J) = G(J) 
CUNTINUt 
lli = JJ + l 
X H I l t; l "' X I l ) 
HIIGl:: i'I.XIlltXGIJJhG(JJltXGIIGltG(lG)) 
INUE.XG :: JJ 
INlJtXT :: 1 
Zl :: X!ll 
Fl = HllG) - Yl1) 
If"" 2 JJ :: lG 
IF IH(lG) oGE. Yllll (i0 TO lC)O 
IF (JJ .GE.. MAXOIMl GO TO 300 
JJ "' lG ... 1 
H ( JJ l : Y ( 1 l 
XH(JJ) = Zl + E"PS 
LAST ::: 0 
Xl : Zl 
It- IXG<lGl oLT. XIITll GO TO 205 
lwHICh :: 0 
X~= XI!Tl 
U =FIX~, XG<IG-1)t GIIG-llt XG(!Glt.G(IG))- YliTl 
IT = IT + l 
GO TO 210 
Xi:: ::: !IG(!G) 
l wHlCI-1 = l 
Fi:: = GIIGl • F"(X2t XITT•llt Y<IT·llt X(IT)t Y(IT)) 
IG "' lG + l 
IF (fl*F2 oGT. 0.0) GO TO 220 
IF IFl .t:Q. F2.0R.Xl.FQ.X2) GO TO 220 
SLOPE::: (F2-F1l/(X2-Xll 
lGG = IG -1 - IWHICH 
ITT = IT - ?. + !WHICH 
IF (AtlS (SLUPf::~RELINCl oGT • loOE-ol GO TO 215 Zc :: X2 
GO TO 230 
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0122 
0123 
01?.4 
0125 
0126 
0127 
01?.R 
0129 
0130 . 
0131 
0132 
0133 
0134 
0135 
0136 
0137 
013R 
0139 
0140 
0141 
014?. 
0143 
0144 
0145 
0146 
0147 
0148 
0149 
0150 
0151 
0152 
0153 
0154 
0155 
0156 
0157 
0158 
0159 
0160 
0161 
OlfJ2 
0163 
0164 
0165 
01611 
0167 
016fl 
0169 
0170 
0171 
0172 
0173 
0174 
0175 
0176 
0177 
IV G LEVF.L 
215 
220 
225 
230 
235 
240 
245 
250 
255 
257 
260 
.J 
c1 H!UE UATE·= 78195 
Z~ = X1 - Fl/qLOPE 
t>O TO £~30 
Xl = X2 
F 1 == r 2 
H I IT .LEo Nll GO TO cOO 
LAST = l 
Zc = XCNl) 
CALL LOOKUP(£?, XGIINOE.XGh IGr:;) 
IGG = lNUEXG + IGG - 1 
ITl = Nl - l ZL : 0.~9Dll + 0.01•Z2 
CALL LOOKUPIZ7, X11NUfXTlt KJ) 
CALL LOOI\U~IZ7• XGII~D~XG), K2l 
Kl = Kl + lNUFXT - l 
K~ = K2 + lNU~XG - 1 
!f ( I'(ZZt X(l<ll• Y(Kl), X(K1+1lt Y<Kl+l)) oGTo 
1 FIZZ• XG(K2ltG(K?)t XG(K2+1)t GlK2+lll ) 
2 GO TO 24~ 
If'- (JJ+IGG-INI"1EXG .GE. MAXDIM) GO TO 300 
IF ( lN!Jt:!\(j .E.n. IGG) GU TO 240 
Jl = INUE.XG + 1 
LlO 23:, I = ,lltiGG 
JJ = JJ + 1 
xri <JJ) "' xr; <I l 
H(JJ) =(,(I) 
COtH lNUE 
JJ = JJ + 1 
XH(JJ) = Z2 
HlJJl = FIZ2t XG(lGGh G<IGGlt XGIIGG+l)t GIIGG+1li 
INL>EXG = IGG 
INDEXT = llT 
C,U TO 260 
NuRA~H : ITT • INDEXT + 2 
If- IJJ+~<GRAPH-1 .GT • MAXll!Ml GO TO 300 
N2 = JJ 
If (NGHIIPH .t:a. 2) GO TO 255 
Jl = INUEXT + 1 
UU 2SO I= JJ,ITT 
JJ = JJ + J 
XH(JJ) : X(ll 
H ( JJ) = y (!) 
CONTI NUl 
JJ = J,J + l 
XH(JJ) : Zt:. 
H(JJl = FU?, XIJTTlt Y<ITTlt XIITT+llt YCITT+ll) 
If ( lFPLOT .NF. 1 l GO TO ?':J7 
XH(N2+~GHAPH) = XSTAHT 
XH(N2+NGHAPH+l) = UELTAX 
H(N2+NGHAPH) = SIGN * YMIN 
H(N2+NGRAPh+ll = SIGN * OELTAY 
CALl Lll~ t.. ( X H ( N 2 l , li ( N 2 ) t N G K A PH , 1 t 0 , 0 ) 
CONTINUE 
lNUEX T = ITT 
li'IUC.XI:l = lGG 
IF <LAST .Ea. l I GO TO 265 
Xl = X2 
Fl = F2 
Zl :: Z2 
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0178 
0179 
OlRO 265 
0181 
0182 
0183 
0184 
0185 
0186 
0187 
0188 
0189 
0190 270 
0191 
0192 
27!::1 
0193 
0194 
0195 
0196 280 
0197 
0198 
0199 
0200 
0201 21'15 
0202 
0203 
0204 
0205 290 
0206 295 
0207 
0208 300 
0209 
0210 
21 HIDE DATE :: 78195 
If (IT oLEo Nl) GO TO 200 
GO TO 22~ 
I~ ( XG ( l~t;) .LF. XGING-1)) NG:: NG- l 
If (XG(Nl>l • L.F, X (Nll) GO TO 275 
If- (JJ+3+NG-lr,c; .GT. MAXD!Ml GCl TO 300 
XH(JJ+1l :: )(11 ( JJ) + E.PS 
JJ = JJ + l 
H(JJ) = I' (X (NJ l, X<:i(IGG), G(IGGl, XG<l<:iG+l)' G<IGG+l)) 
I<:iGf'1 = ICiG + l 
DO 270 J = lr,nPl,NG 
JJ = JJ+l 
;<;H(JJ) = XG(J) 
H(JJ) :: G(Jl 
NG = JJ+c 
lF (NG ol;l. •"-AXD!M) GO TO 30(1 
00 idO 1 :: 1 'J,) (:)( 1) ::;. H (I) 
X(~ ( 1) = Xrl (I) 
CONTI NUt. 
XG(JJ+ll = XG(JJ) + EPS 
G(JJ+l) = YMlN+DYKK 
IF (Sl\JN .LT. u. 0) G(JJ+ll =-YMIN •SO.O~DELTAY.+DYKK 
G (1\lG) =G(JJ+J) 
IF (NfNS oLTo 0) GU TO 295 
00 2~0 l=l,Nl 
X(!) :: X (I) + OXKK 
y (I l = SIGN ~ Y(ll ~ DYKK 
CONTI NUt:. 
XG(Nbl = SIGN 
RETURN 
MAX{)H~ "' -MAXrliM 
GO TO 2~5 
ENll 
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0001 
c 
c 
0002 c 
0003 
0004 100 
0005 200 
0006 
0007 300 
0008 
0009 
400 
0010 
21 LOOKuP LlATE = 78195 
SUtlROUTI 1~1:. LOOKUP ( X, X TfiL • J) 
THIS SUUHOUTlNE IS CALLED bY HIDE TO PI:.RFOHM A TARL.E 
l U fH< U f-' • lit. C A lJ S [ 0 F P Pt-. C A lJ li 0 N S TAKEN 1 N HI U t. A H 5 T 
TU 51:.1:. IF ~ 1~ OUTSIDE THt. TAHLE IS UNNfCESSARY, OlMI:.NSlON XTRL(ll 
,j = ? 
If (XTHL(J) - X) 20Ut300t400 
J = J + l 
GO TO lOO 
Hl:.TURN 
J = J - l RETURN 
ENU 
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QPTIMIZl~b COM~IL~K ::,!'I: PKOC OP 11 UNS (MAl N) Kt.Uk[JER I 
STMT LEV NT 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
0 
7 
8 
9 
10 
H 
13 
0 
1 II 
l_ II 
1 0 
l \) 
l \) 
1 \) 
l 0 
l u 
l . 0 
i t 
l l 
SOUriLE Ll~TlNIJ 
oSIM:PHU~ UPTlUNS(~A!NI REORUERI o0000004U 
.;•~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••t.onoooosu 
ol* MA~K ]AULt . */o00000060 
.1• l. bU~ - lo of.0000\1070 
ol* I. bUA - 24 */oOOnUOOeO 
ol* ~. R~~~A~GL~ - 16 */o0000U090 
ol* 4. H~~lANGLt - 24 *I.OOOOUlOO 
ol* !::>. UUT - 3c */.OPOOUllU 
.1• Do UuT - 4d */o0000U120 
ol* 1. LlkCLt.- 16 ~>t.fJOQUOlJO 
.1• e. s.,~uA«t. - lo •I.Ononvl4U 
,/o ~. c UvT~ - WIUTH lo St.PAKATlON 16 */ .ooooUlSO 
,/o 1Uo UUI - 16 1NC=3 •I.OOOO<JloO 
.I* 11. uUl - 1!4 IM.:=3 *I.OOQ00170 
ol* 1~. ClkCLc - lb 1NC=3 */.OOOOUlHO 
o/~> 13. 2 UOTS SILt. 16 St.PARATION lb 1NC=3 */o00000l90 
ol* 14. 2UU1~ SIZt. lb SE~AKAllON lb INL 3 *I .OOOOU200 
ol* LUNTt.ATS */ .UOOOU21U 
of* 1. ~LANKS 8 TARGET 8 SEPARATION b */ o000UU~20 
•'******•••****•*•******~••••••aaoooaoaaoooaooo~>o~>aaooaaoaoaaaaaooaaaa•;,onoo0230 
• ()I.L ("tiOul•l.loYFWUNU) ~Ixr_U blN<l:;), .unnov240 ( t. U C , 1:. v 1-1 l C H /1 n I 3 ) , • U 0 0 0 U ? !:> U 
tuHLltUlFl>EoUlFTOloUlHH) FLUIIT dlN(211• .00000260 
(lnJtK) . i'-!Xt;.U lilNCl:JI' _ -·- oDOQOU(..(O 
UFLU., Ltltsf'.L(r•r,C), .OO(J00c80 
("HitCH) FLOAT OEC(6) r .OOOOU2':10 
l MAS~, .onoou~og ~. M T /\ G CHAR ( 8 0 ) • , 0 0 0 0 U j 1 
c M~rlN r-LOAT(t>) • o00(JOU320 
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